It’s the 'No-Smoke’
Section for Andre
By JEAN FREEDMAN
Maine Sunday Telegram

ROCKPORT - Andre s
batching it again. His female
companion. Smoke, was
returned to Boston's New
England Aquarium late
Friday afternoon.
Seven-vear-old Smoke had
been spending the summer
here with 17-year-old Andre,
who's kept in a pen in the har
bor.
This is the second summer
the seals have been together,
and New England Aquarium
officials and Andre's trainer,
Harry Goodridge, were
hoping the seals would mate
this year.
However. Goodridge said

Saturday morning he did not
think Smoke was pregnant. .
Goodridge explained that
Smoke was returned to the
aquarium by truck because he
wants to let Andre out of his
pen to teach the seal a new
trick. He said Andre's pen has
not been opened since Smoke
arrived in May.
“We were afraid that
Smoke might get out of the
pen and we weren't sure if she
would come back. Smoke is
one of the female seals
aquarium officials hope will
mate and we don't want to
take a chance of losing her,’’
Goodridge said.
The trick the trainer plans
to teach Andre will be to pull
a rope, unveiling a sculpture
of the seal currently being
made by Jane Wasey of Lin
colnville.
Goodridge said he wasn't
sure when the sculpture will
be unveiled in Rockport Har
bor.
Goodridge said Smoke and
Andre will be reunited when
Andre is treked to the
aquarium this fall for his win
ter stay there.
Asked if Smoke will return
next summer. Goodridge said
he and aquarium officials plan
to "do something different
next year. "
'We will probably bring
some seals up to spend the
summer with Andre. These
seals will be ones the
aquarium eventually hopes to
set free. We want to see. if af
ter spending time with Andre,
the seals will return to the pep
when let loose, " Goodridge
said.
—

Andre the
ready for journey
MARBLEHEAD - Andre
the seal will come to town on
Wednesday, April 26, to dive
into the harbor at high tide
and begin his annual sea
odyssey to his summer
home in the harbor of
Rockport, Maine.
Rockport Harbormaster
Harry Goodridge, who
works with and trains the
seal during his annual sum
mer vacation in Rockport,
said that Andre is scheduled
to travel from his winter
home at the New England
Aquarium in Boston, to
Marblehead, where he will
be turned loose ror the swim
to Maine.
Andre’s summer home is
a cage, built by Goodridge,

in Rockport Harbor, where
he spends his days enter
taining residents and
tourists with a full reper
toire of tricks, which the
harbormaster has taught
him to perform over the past
years.
Goodridge found Andre,
apparently abandoned by
his mother, on rocks rimm
ing the harbor 17 years ago.
He took the baby seal, nurs
ed it back to health and rais
ed it for a number of years
in Rockport.
But, there came a time
when it was more com
fortable for Andre to spend
his winters in Boston so arrangments were made with
the aquarium.
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Attention Andre fans:
'Launching' April 26
It’s as much a part of spring as croci or
daffodils, and this year it will take place
Wed., April 26.
That’s the date when Andre the seal will
be “launched” from the Clark Landing for
his annual journey to his summer home in
Rockport, Me.
The 17-year-old harbor seal, who’s
famous for his annual 180-mile swim from
Marblehead to the Maine home of his
trainer-biographer, Harry Goodridge, will
begin his journey when the tide is high at
approximately 1:30 p.m.
Andre has been wintering at the New
England Aquarium since Nov. 2 with a
dozen other members of the blubbery
species.
Carla Skinder, an animal technologist at
the aquarium who takes care of the seals,
said Andre has been busy entertaining
visitors while simultaneously developing a
better rapport with his fellow seals.
“He’s been doing shows several times a
day, and he’s had a lot more interaction
with the other seals than in previous
years,” she said.
Aquarium officials still are speculating
if a successful mating occurred last sum
mer between Andre and his “girlfriend." a
seven-year-old harbor seal named Smoke.
“We still don’t know if she’s pregnant or
not,” said Ms. Skinder.

In fact. Smoke's status as Andre’s
girlfriend may be in question.
Ms. Skinder said another female seal,
Cecile, has been showering Andre with at
tention all winter.
“She’s absolutely bonkers over him. and
he really seems to enjoy it,” she said.
It is uncertain if Andre will have com
pany in Maine this summer. Last year
aquarium personnel delivered Smoke to
Rockport for the mating season.
Andre generally takes four days to reach
his destination. Last year he made the run
in 72 hours, yet the previous year he
dallied, and spent almost two weeks in
the ocean before arriving in Rockport.
“Andre makes his own time.” explained
Ms. Skinder. “He speeds up when he wants
to and slows down when he feels like it. It’s
hard to say how long it’ll take him this
year.”
This year Andre will plunge into Marble
head Harbor at high tide. In the past, when
he has entered the water at low tide, the
distance between the dock ramp and the
ocean has made his descent rather
difficult.
The crowd that assembles to watch the
launching may well get splashed when all
200 pounds of Andre — who wolfs down 12
pounds of herring a day — hits the water.

JVlarblehead to Maine:
Andre
ready for big swim
<
Associated Press

ROCKPORT, Maine — Spring must be in the air;
Andre the seal is getting ready to swim back to
Maine.
The 17-year-old trained harbor seal will leave
from Marblehead, at high tide on April 26, said Harry
A. Goodridge, his trainer and biographer.
Andre spends winters in the New England
Aquarium in Boston, then returns each spring to
Rockport, Maine, where he entertains summer tour
ists with his repertory of tricks.
How long it will take Andre to complete the 160mile swim is anybody’s guess.
The trip usually averages four or five days, but
the timing can vary according to Andre’s physical
condition and the diversions en route. In 1976, when
his weight ballooned to 240 pounds, he spent about
two weeks at sea.
Goodridge, who conferred this week with aquari
um officials to set the departure date, said Andre’s
current weight is 200 pounds.
The decision to release Andre at high tide is
aimed at easing the seal’s plunge into the water.
For the past three years, his release came at low
tide, and the distance between the dock ramp and the
water made Andre’s dive “extremely difficult," said
Goodridge.
“I won’t make the mistake again of not consult
ing a tide calendar,” he added.

United Press International Telephoto

Andre, the most celebrated seal in Rockport, Maine, gives trainer
Harry Goodridge a kiss Sunday following a record swim home from
Marblehead.

Seal iAndre’paddles
home in record swim
ROCKPORT, Maine (UPI) Andre, Maine’s best known and loved
seal, broke all previous records for his
annual swim and paddled into Rockport
harbor about 5:30 a.m. Sunday.
The 17-year-old sea mammal was
spotted by two fishermen in the light of
dawn swimming near his pen, said
Harry Goodridge, Andre’s owner and
trainer.
Andre was released from Marble
head, Mass., Wednesday afternoon
after spending the winter at Boston’s
New England Aquarium. But he “hung
around” a few hours before leaving on
his annual 180-mile trek to Rockport
harbor, Goodridge said.
Andre has been known to take up to
two weeks on the journey north, but he
“broke all records this year. He made
it in under 3% days. He didn’t mess

around,” his trainer said.
Goodridge said when he went to the
harbor when he first heard Andre was
back, but the seal had disappeared by
the time he arrived.
At home, Goodridge said he receiv
ed a phone call from a Camden fireman
who had spotted Andre watching a har
bor fire in Camden.
When Goodridge returned to Rock
port harbor the second time — about
7:30 a.m. — Andre was waiting to be let
into his pen, he said.
“Andre’s mental attitude is great,”
said Goodridge. “He’s so contented in
his pen. It’s unbelievable.”
Andre will be alone in his pen for a
couple of weeks, Goodridge said.
“Smoke,” Andre’s female companion,
will be brought from the aquarium
sometime in mid-May.
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[Delay
talks to
Andre
“Here we are today at the New
England Aquarium where the
world-famous seal, Andre, is get
ting ready to make his annual
swim to Maine to spend the sum
mer. As you folks probably know,
Andre makes this 500 mile swim
up the Atlantic coast to Rockport,
Maine, each year about this time.
And each October he swims back
again, 500 more miles, to spend
the winter months at the Aquar
. . . Hey, watch it, Andre. You’re
splashing aquarium water all

over my reporter’s notebook
there.”
“Arf, arf.”
“What do you mean, Arf, arf?
Just try to keep a little water in
the pool, will you? (My goodness,
folks, this Andre is usually a very
jolly fellow. But today something
seems to be making him sulky.)
What’s the matter there, Andre?
Feeling a little sulky are you?”
“Oof, fwoof. Andre is very up
set. Very upset. VERY, ARF,
ARF.”
“Wow, you certainly do have
an incredible hulk of a voice
there, Andre, and so raspy. I sup
pose that is because you are five
and a half feet tall and weigh 200
pounds and ...”
OOOOOOOWOOOOW.”
“Holy smoke, folks, Andre has
just jumped about seven feet
straight up in the air, and now all
200 pounds and five and a half feet
of him are coming down right be
side . . . Watch out. Jeepers.”
“Grunt, grunt. Snort, snort.”
“Gosh, folks, Andre almost hit
the seal-ing with that jump. Heh,
heh. (Just a little joke there,
Andre.)”
“Grunt. Andre VERY UPSET.
Arf.”
“Well, for crying out loud,
Andre. I don’t see why a big galoop of a harbor seal has to take it
out on the reporters just because
he has some minor little com
plaint about...”
“Andre going away. Snort,
snort.”
“Yes, yes, we know it’s that
time of year again.” (Why in the
world does Andre speak like the
faithful Indian companion Tonto?

Why not like Truman Capote?
Perhaps this is because of some
process of natural seal-extion.
And that rasp in his voice. Could
that be from eating raspberries?)
“Fwooof, Grunt. Andre going,
You gonna miss . . . snort, snort
. . . Andre.”
“Oh please, Andre, don’t make
a big, dripping, sick thing out of it.
We know you’ll come back in Oc
tober. You always do.”
“No, no. Andre not coming
back.
Too
embarrassed.
SNORT.GRONK.”
“That’s ridiculous. Of course
you’ll be coming back. What
would you do without Boston? The

Delay
bean. The cod. the State House
dome.”
OWOOOOOOOOO.
ARF.
Sheez. How embarrassing for
Andre. ARF,ARF,ARF.”
“If you didn’t come back in Oc
tober, Andre, you’d miss all the
interesting politics that will be go
ing on in Novem . . . Hey, Andre,
stop smashing your giant flippers
around like that. Boy, no sooner
did I say the word, ‘politics’ and
. . . Holy smoke, now he’s taking
another mental just because I said
it again. Wow, somebody throw
Andre some fish. My, goodness,
calm down there, Andre.”
Continued on page nine

ANDRE’S WINTER HOME — Rockport’s famous harbor seal has been spending
his early spring in the outside pool at the New England Aquarium. Although busily
playing with the many other seals in the pool, he always has time to pose for the
photographer. Andre will head home by sea on Wednesday, and, if he keeps on his
recent schedule, should be home by Saturday or Sunday.
Staff Photo by Barnes

Andre Limbering Up For
Annual Departure Wednesday
(EDITOR’S NOTE — An interview with
Andre the Seal was scheduled for Sat
urday to determine what the noted sea
going celebrity had planned for his an
nual swim to Rockport this year. As
arranged, the writer arrived at the New
England Aquarium, however Andre’s
winter attendant Carla Skinder could not
be located, and without an interpreter
(he will only talk to Ms. Skinder and
trainer Harry Goodridge) the interview
was cancelled. A "hamming it up in the
pool” session followed, however.)
by Helen Barnes
Assistant News Editor
BOSTON — Children and adults alike
leaned over the railings to watch the
antics of the several harbor seals in the
angular sun-splashed pool outside the
New England Aquarium.
The fattest of the animals poked his
familiar be-whiskered snout out of the

ripply water, taking one of his last looks
at the Boston crowd.
Soon Andre will be alone, heading
north from Marblehead for the quiet of
Rockport on his annual journey.
But over the weekend, he and several
other harbor seals played to the crowd.
Andre, at 220 pounds, was by far the big
gest, and if you didn't recognize the sly
face, you knew him by the scar under his
chin, a momento of one of his earlier
trips north.
Up and back, up and back, sometimes
up and over one of the other seals, some
times gliding effortlessly on his back
beneath the clear green water.
Sometimes Andre would bump into his
new little friend Cabot Spot. The two will
be spending the summer together in Rock
port as Aquarium officials hope that the
eldfcr will teach the,.yew little one all
Continued on the Back Page
of This Section

Andre Limbering
(Continued from Page One)
about traveling to Maine and other useful
tricks.
Spot, only a couple of feet long and
more browner than Andre, cocked an
occasional eye at the photographers, but
would not stop a minute. Andre, ever the
professional star, knew better. He stopped
and posed for cameras held along the
railing.
After his trek this week, the famous
seal will be able to watch his daily visitors
from his private, semi-private, pen in
the harbor.
For Spot, the summer vacation will be
a return to home waters. The little edition
of Andre was found off North Haven by
summer residents and was taken as an
orphan to the aquarium.
This will be the sixth year that Andre
has made his way through the cold At
lantic waters to Rockport. One year it
took him nearly two weeks, and another
time he arrived home with a large hook
in his mouth. But last year, he set a
record, arriving in Rockport in two and a
half days.
He will be taken by truck to the Mar
blehead Harbor dock where he will go
overboard at high tide sometime in the
early afternoon. From there he is on his
own, as fans all along the coast watch
and wait for the seal to return to his harbo"
/■7'7y r
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renew old acquaintances and make
new friends. We get calls all the time
from people saying, ‘There’s a seal
sitting on my dock. What shall I do?”’
Inevitably it turns out to be Andre
whose distinctive markings make
him easy to spot.
The trip north takes anvwhere from
tour days to two weeks.
Andre makes his own time. He
speeds up w hen he wants to and slows
down when he feels like it. It’s hard to
say how long he will take this year ”
Carla Skinder says.
‘
’
But no matter how long it takes, for
sheer tun. Andre's ocean cruise has
the Boston marathon beat by a mile

ANDRE THE SEAL
...spring trek

One seal
(Andre)
to go
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marathon swimmer isn’t trying to
break any records either.
His name is Andre and he’s a 200pound. 17-year-old harbor seal who is
famous for his annual ocean trek
Se.
blehead tO Ro<*Port.
Andre summers in Maine at the

ihX r X trainer biographer.
1Goodr'dge, then returns to
Marblehead in the fall. A truck meets
him and delivers him to his winter
AquXm31
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This year the launch will take place
at ( lark s Landing April 26 when the
^ide is high, at approximately 1:30
Aquarium spokesperson Sandy
Patterson rates him
“a real
performer” and says he does two
show s a day for visitors.
At the same time, animal tech
nologist Carla Skinder reports he is
also beginning to take notice of his
brother — and sister — seals.
He s had a lot more interaction
with the other seals than in previous
years,” she says.
Aquarium officials attempted to do
some match-making between Andre
and a 7-year-old harbor seal named
Smoke last year, but still don’t know
if a successful mating took place.
Independent Andre seemed to
prefer another female named Cecile
according to Skinder.
“She s absolutely bonkers over him
and he really seems to enjoy it," she
says.
Back in his salad davs, he spent
winters swimming in the wild off the
Maine coast and summered with his
“owner,” Harry Goodridge.
But Goodridge’s training and atten
tion left Andre so friendly that he
seemed to yearn for mid-winter com
panionship. He began leaping into
boats and upsetting local fishermen
Patterson explains.
Too, as Andre grew older,
Goodridge worried that something
might befall him during the rough
Maine winters. He arranged for the
aquarium to take Andre in during the
coldest months, then release him in
the spring.
Although Andre is affectionate and
has been separated from Goodridge
for several months, he never goes
right home, Patterson adds.

“He usually stops along the way to

Things to do

ANDRE THE SEAL will begin his annual spring swim from Marble
head to Rockport, Me., on Wed., April 26. The 17-year-old harbor seal
will begin the 180-mile journey at high tide (approximately 1:30 p.m.)
from the State Street Landing. A sizeable crowd of spectators and wellwishers is expected for the event, which has become something of a
rite of spring in these parts.

ANDRE THE SEAL is a fashionable animal. He “winters” in Boston
and “summers" at the Rockport, Maine home of his trainer, Harry
Goodridge. The popular seafarer will be “launched” for his annual
swim north Wednesday, April 26 at high tide.

Andre the seal leaves
Marblehead April 26
When the tide is high on Wednesday,
April 26, Andre the beloved harbor seal
will squiggle off Clarks Landing in
Marblehead and set off on his annual swim
to Rockport, Maine.
The 17-year-old seal “winters" at the
New England Aquarium and “summers”
at the Maine home of his trainer and
biographer, Harry Goodridge.
This year’s 180-mile swim commences
at 1:30 p.m. The Clark Landing is located
off Front Street in the old town section of
Marblehead.
Andre, who weighs in at 200 pounds, has
spent the last five months lolling about in
the aquarium tanks.
Carla Skinder. an animal technologist at
the aquarium who takes care of the seals,
said Andre has been busy entertaining
* visitors while simultaneously developing a
better rapport with his fellow seals.
"He’s been doing shows several times a
day, and he’s had a lot more interaction
with the other seals than in previous
years,” she said.

Aquarium officials still are speculating
if a successful mating occurred last sum
mer between Andre and his “girlfriend,” a
seven-year-old harbor seal named Smoke.
“We still don’t know if she’s pregnant or
not," said Ms. Skinder.
In fact. Smoke’s status as Andres
girlfriend may be in question.
Ms. Skinder said another female seal,
Cecile, has been showering Andre with at
tention all winter.
“She’s absolutely bonkers over him, and
he really seems to enjoy it,” she said.
It is uncertain if Andre will have com
pany in Maine this summer. Last year
aquarium personnel delivered Smoke to
Rockport for the mating season.
Andre generally takes four days to reach
his destination. Last year he made the run
in 72 hours, yet the previous year he
dallied, and spent almost two weeks in the
ocean before arriving in Rockport.
“Andre makes his own time,” explained
Ms. Skinder.
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Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, April 25, 1978

Andre
off and
swimming

(AP Photo)

Andre (right) gets parting kiss from friend

MARBLEHEAD, Mass.
(AP) — Andre the Seal
stared curiously at a throng
of admirers and then slid
with a graceful splash into
Marblehead Harbor for his
160-mile solo swim to Maine.
“Go home Andre,” ad
monished Harry A.
Goodridge, owner and best
friend of the frolicksome
harbor seal.
Andre is the most famous
resident of Rockport,

See ANDRE on Page 2

Andre starts trip
from page 1
Maine, where he passes his
summers performing tricks
for the tourists.
As he does each spring,
Andre rode from his winter
tank at the New England
Aquarium in Boston to
Marblehead, where he fliplopped off the town dock for
lis journey up to Rockport.
The freckled, gray and
irown seal cavorted around
he harbor to the delight of
ibout 500 people who lined
!he peers to watch him.
Before leaving Boston,
Andre gave a farewell per
formance at the Aquarium.
For a fish, he clapped his
flippers, snorted, jumped
through a hoop, fetched a
rope and kissed his trainer.
“He’s a hair overweight,”
worried Goodridge as he
looked at his blubbery 180pound pet. “But he’ll lose
some<of that on the trip.”

When Andre hurries, he
can make the long swim in
92 hours, but last year he
dawdled for about two
weeks.
Goodridge says he always
knows when Andre has
finished the trip, because he
immediately climbs into his
32-foot long pen anchored in
snug Rockport Harbor.
Goodridge adopted Andre
17 years ago when he was a
3-month old pup abandoned
by his mother.
“I had hoped he would;
a harem and go live on
ledges,” Goodridge said. In
stead Andre learned circus
tricks and lingered around
the harbor for his daily ra
tion of 10 pounds of herring.

NEWS SHORTS

Andre
Swims Home
Andre is a traveling seal.
And Andre is on his way again.
He’s swimming home to Maine
for the hot summer.
He spends his winters in an
aquarium in Massachusetts.

Andre kisses his owner good-bye.

Andre is slipped into

me

water in Marblehead Harbor. (UPI)

A ndre off and away
BOSTON (UPI)—Today Andre
the harbor seal is splashing his
way home to Rockport, Maine,
where he will be reunited with his
owner Harry Goodridge for the
summer.
Andre, the friendly 17-year-old,
180-pound seal slipped into the

water at Marblehead Harbor yes
terday shortly after 1:30 p.m. to
begin his fourth annual 160-mile
journey up the New England
coast.
Several hundred onlookers
turned up in Marblehead to bid the
seal bon voyage.
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Andre heads for Maine

Andre loves canoes —
but he’s just too much
MARBLEHEAD - Jed Doty
and two of his pals had an un
expected visit with Andre the
Seal Wednesday afternoon.
It happened while Doty, 14, of
26 Sagamore Rd., was canoeing
in Marblehead Harbor with
friends Jay Phillips of 1 Cliff St.

and Rick DiGiammarino of 98
Clifton Ave.
Earlier that afternoon, Andre
had been released by owner
Harry A. Goodridge from the
Philip Clark Landing at the foot
of State Street. Apparently,
however, Andre wasn't in too
much of a hurry to leave the con
fines of the harbor and begin his
annual journey to Rockport, Me.
Andre had been released at
1:30 p.m., and it was just after
4:30 when the 180-pound ^eal
jumped onto the stern of Doty's
canoe, almost overturning it.
The friendly seal’s visit wasn't
an extended one, however. "We
were scared to death,” Doty
recounted, and their screams
sent Andre quickly on his way
back into the water to resume
his trip Down East.

(UPI)

Andre’s on his way

Andre seals the show
MARBLEHEAD — A crowd of more
than 500 watched as Andre, the frolic
some seal who winters at the New
England Aquarium and summers in
Rockport, Me., slipped into the harbor for
his watery trek north.
The 17-year-old, 180-pound celebrity
paused briefly Wednesday to cavort
among the few boats in the harbor,

delighting well-wishers lining docks and
waterfront buildings.
And, just before beginning his 160-mile
swim, his fourth pilgrimage north, Andre
tricked photographers at the Philip T.
Clark landing by hopping off the opposite
end of the dock from the expectant
throng.
See ANDRE, Page 10
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. Andre can make the swim
_____
owne?01^5, according to his GtMg2?h harbor« “ear
owner, Harry Goodridge
OodndSe s home.
healW?,'" *he Seal *>«* *
Andre’s trainer, Jackie*
A®alth 17 years ago after
onXTtOU'"taba"d0“J Shera
the Seal was
rather anxious to begin the
journey, but he didn't want
£ .^appoint a crowd of
Ru«eH saMt,he°h”r„“a school children at the
*?“anun\ and television
crews on the wharf.
^PParently the sight of all
For the past five years
that water caused many Andre has been flown to the
onlookers to retreat for aquarium for the winter.
Wrwaddsre'raShn’a“t af' Each spring he is set loose to
re-join his owner, who can
be counted on to supply
Andre left shortly after Andre s daily diet of 10 lbs of
1.30 p.m. following a drive herrmg.
sf.JT Boston. Goodridge
According to Goodridge
said he always knows when "bod
*scfbes
seal a? a
Andre arrives, because he
ham,
Andre
“May
just
climbs into a 32-foot long =ise us and go^S
pen anchored in the Rock-
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WITH A HOP and a wriggle, a thump, and a splash. Andre was off on his annual swim home to Maine. (Photos by Bill Purdin)

Andre breaks record in annual swim home
Andre the seal must have
been homesick this year.
The popular harbor seal who
annually makes the swim
from the Clark Landing to his
summer home in Rockport,
Me., slipped into the harbor
last Wednesday afternoon and
made it to Maine in record
time, arriving early Sunday
morning.
The 17-year-old seal has
taken off from Marblehead
since 1973, making the 180mile voyage in anywhere from
three and a half days to two
weeks.
But this year he broke all
records.
Rockport, Me., Harbor
master Harry Goodridge,
Andre’s “father” and trainer,
said he received a telephone
call at 3:30 a.m. Sunday from

someone who had spotted An
dre lounging in the waters in
Rockport Harbor.
And the time for his 180-mile
swim? Amere81 hours!
“It’s great to have him
home,” Goodridge said from
his Rockport office Monday.
“I got the first phone call at
3:30 (Sunday) and later on at
5:301 got another call from the
Rockport Police.”
“1 went down and got him at
7:30, and he looked better than
ever.”
Andre made the trip in
record time even though he
was spotted lounging on a float
at Cloutman’s Boatyard as
late as 6:30 p.m. on Wednes
day — the day his trip began.
Earlier that afternoon he
had been trucked up from the
New England Aquarium,

WHAT’S THE FUSS? The celebrity seal was
pretty non-plussedby the whole affair. (Photo
by Richard Lodge)

Andre will spend the sum
where he spends his winters,
Goodridge said “Andre went almost 17 years ago when the
and Goodridge opened the t« Marblehead on his own seal pup apparently had been mer in a 32-by-eight-foot
sceen door of the blubbery when he was about a year old, abandoned by his mother. But floating pen which Goodridge
beast’s cage for the start of early in the winter of 1962.”
the life-long affection the two constructed after complaints
the trip.
“He messed around there hold for each other doesn’t from Rockport fishermen
As a crowd of 500 fans wat fora month.”
make Goodridge worry when about Andre’s habit of jump
ched from the Clark Landing, Goodridge says he doesn’t the seal stays away from ing into boats.
Andre flopped out of his cage, worry when Andre disappears home.
Goodridge lets Andre out of
studied the 40-degree water for a while since many of the
In fact, Goodridge is confi the pen for several hours
for a moment, and disap harbor seals that live in the dent enough in Andre’s hom every day and the popular seal
peared into the soup.
Rockport area spend the ing ability that at first he puts on a show of his tricks for
Last year he performed winter months along the coast, wanted to let the seal begin his regular crowds each
several tricks, with some pro as far south as Long Island, annual swim for the afternoon.
mpting from Goodridge, but N.Y.
aquarium,
rather than
on Wednesday the frisky seal “One winter he was gone for Marblehead. But aquarium of Sometime this fall Andre
broke water once in front of three months, and I didn’t ficials felt Boston Harbor was will be flown back to the
the crowd and then hear from him,” Goodridge too polluted to be Andre’s star aquarium and he’ll return to
disappeared.
said, as if he expected a ting line, so the launching was Marblehead next spring for
the annual trip.
Although Andre has started postcard from the seal. “He moved up here.
his trek here since 1973, that could very well have gone
“That swim from Marble But who knows — he may
year was not the first time he down there.”
head isn’t anything for him,” already be thinking about
visited Marblehead.
Goodridge found Andre Goodridge said.
breaking his record again.

A TREMENDOUS THRONG turned out to send Andre on his way.
(Photo by Richard.Lodge)

Seal Slips Into Sea for Solo Swim
MARBLEHEAD, Mass. (AP) — Andre the Seal stared
curiously at a throng of admirers yesterday, then slid with a
graceful splash into Marblehead Harbor for his annual 160mile solo swim to Maine.
“Go home Andre,” admonished Harry A. Goodridge,
owner and best friend of the frolicksome harbor seal.
Andre is the most famous resident of Rockport, Maine,
where he passes his summers performing tricks for the tour
ists.
As he does each spring, Andre rode from his winter tank
at the New England Aquarium in Boston to Marblehead,
where he flip-flopped off the town dock for his journey up to
Rockport.
The freckled, gray and brown seal cavorted around the
harbor to the delight of about 500 persons who lined the piers
to watch him.
Before leaving Boston, Andre gave a farewell perform
ance at the Aquarium. For a fish as a prize, he clapped his
flippers, snorted, jumped through a hoop, fetched a rope and
kissed his trainer.
“He’s a hair overweight,” worried Goodridge as he look
ed at his blubbery 180-pound pet. “But he’ll lose some of that
on the trip.”
When Andre hurries, he can make the long swim in 92
hours, but last year he dawdled for about two weeks.
Goodridge says he always knows when Andre has finish
ed the trip, because he immediately climbs into his 32-foot
long pen anchored in snug Rockport Harbor.
Goodridge adopted Andre 17 years ago when he was a 3month-old pup abandoned by his mother.
"I had hoped he would get a harem and go live on the
ledges,” Goodridge said. Instead, Andre learned circus tricks
and lingered around the harbor for his daily ration of 10
pounds of herring.
“He likes to perform,” Goodridge said. “He’s all ham.”

Associated Press

Andre the Seal (right) kisses his friend, Smoke, goodbye before leaving on his
annual 160-mile swim to Maine. Smoke, a female who spent last summer with
Andre in Maine, will be transported over land for another rendezvous at
Andre’s summtr home in Rockport, Maine.

Hammy seal starts
annual trip north
MARBLEHEAD, Mass. (AP) — Andre the
seal stared curiously at a thfong of admirers
Wednesday, then slid with a graceful splash
into Marblehead Harbor for his annual 160mile solo swim to Maine.
“Go home Andre,” admonished Harry
Goodridge, owner and best friend of the frol
icksome harbor seal.
Andre is the most famous resident of
Rockport, Maine, where he passes his sum
mers performing tricks for tourists.
As he does each spring, Andre rode from
his winter tank at the New England Aquar
ium in Boston to Marblehead, where he flipflopped off the town dock for his journey up
to Rockport.
The freckled, gray and brown seal
cavorted around the harbor to the delight of
about 500 persons.
Before leaving Boston, Andre gave a fare
well performance at the Aquarium. For a fish
as a prize, Andre clapped his flippers, snort
ed, jumped through a hoop, fetched a rope
and kissed his trainer.
“He’s a hair overweight,” said Goodridge
as he looked at his blubbery 180-pound pet.
“But he’ll lose some of that on the trip.”
When Andre hurries, he can make the
long swim in 92 hours, but last year he daw
dled for about two weeks.
Goodridge says he always knows when
Andre has finished the trip, because he
immediately climbs into his 32-foot long pen
anchored in snug Rockport Harbor.

Crowd flips,
too, as Andre
‘hams’ exit
By JOE HEANEY

Staff Writer
Ocean celebrity and show-off —
Andre the Seal — faked out a
bunch of photographers on the
Marblehead town dock yesterday
before nip-flopping into the harbor
for his 160-mile swim to Rockport,
Maine.
With photographers and dozens
of admirers gathered at one side of
the dock for a good view of the
take-off, the frolicsome seal hop
ped off the wrong end and began
his voyage north.
But then, playing to the crowd,
the freckled, gray and brown seal
turned and cavorted about the har
bor, delighting the scores who
lined the piers to watch him.
Earlier, at the New England
Aquarium in Boston, where Andre
spends his winters, he gave a fare
well performance, clapping nis
flippers,
snorting,
jumping
through a hoop, fetching a rope
and kissing his trainer
After the show, he rode from his
winter tank in the aquarium to
Marblehead as he does each spring
before his swim north.

Smoke yesterday before leaving New England Aquarium.
Andre the seal, at right, kisses
"He’s a hair overweight,” said
Andre's owner. Gary A. Good
ridge, watching his 180-pound pet,
“but he’ll lose some of that on the
trip.”
With proper hustle, Andre can
make the long swim in 92 hours,
but last year he cruised for about
two weeks.
Goodridge says he always

The Boston Herald American

knows when Andre has finished the
trip because he immediately
climbs into his 32-foot long pen an
chored in Rockport harbor.
Andre was adopted by Good
ridge 17 years ago when he was a 3month-old pup abandoned by his
m°"I hoped he would get a harem
and go live on the ledges,” Good-
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ridge said. Instead. Andre
learned circus tricks and lingered
in the harbor for his daily ration o(
10 pounds of herring.
Andre became the most famous
resident of Rockport, passing his
summers performing tricks for the
tourists.
„ _ ,
"He loves to perform, Good
ridge said. “He’s all ham.
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ANDRE GIVES HIS FRIEND, SMOKE, A FAREWELL SMOOCH
... the commuting seal is Rockport’s most famous personality

Andre the Seal Launches
On Annual Sea Safari
By DANIEL Q. HANEY
The Associated Press

MARBLEHEAD, Mass. — Andre
the Seal stared curiously at a throng
of admirers and then slid with a
graceful splash into Marblehead
Harbor for his 160-mile solo swim to
Maine.
"Go home Andre,” admonished
Gary A. Goodridge, owner and best
friend of the frolicksome harbor
seal.
Andre is the most famous resi
dent of Rockport, Maine, where he
passes his summers performing
tricks for the tourists.
As he does each spring, Andre
rode from his winter tank at the
New England Aquarium in Boston
to Marblehead, where he flipflopped off the town dock for his
journey up to Rockport.
The freckled gray and brown seal
cavorted around the harbor to the
delight of about 500 people who
lined the piers to watch him.
Before leaving Boston, Andre
gave a farewell performance at the
Aquarium. For a fish, he clapped his
flippers, snorted, jumped through a
hoop, fetched a rope and kissed his
trainer.
"He’s a hair overweight,” wor
ried Goodridge as he looked at his
blubbery 180-pound pet. "But he’ll
lose some of that on the trip.”
When Andre hurries, he can
make the long swim in 92 hours, but
last year he dawdled for about two
weeks.
Goodridge says he always knows
when Andre has finished the trip,
because he immediately climbs into
his 32-foot long pen anchored in
snug Rockport Harbor.
Goodridge adopted Andre 17
years ago when he was a 3-month

old pup abandoned by his mother.
"I had hoped he would get a
harem and go live on the ledges,”
Goodridge said. Instead Andre
learned circus tricks and lingered
around the harbor for his daily ra
tion of 10 pounds of herring.
"He likes; fn nprfnrm ”
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A Lovers Kiss
Andre the seal, right, kisses his friend. Smoke, Wed
nesday before leaving the New England Aquarium in
Boston. Andre left for the Marblehead, Mass., town
dock, where he starts his annual 160-mile swim to his
summer home in Maine. Smoke, a female who spent

last summer with Andre in Maine, will be transported
oyer land for another rendevous at Andre’s destination
of Rockport, Maine. The swim takes Andre three of
four days.

There are two sections
in your Reporter this week
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Harrj Goodridge Wednesday at State
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Andre galumphs toward the sea

Gee whiz! Andre looks unperturbed by all the ruckus that
now accompanies his annual
swim to Rockport, Maine.

...and gracefully slips away. Although most people thought Andre headed straight out to
sea. the seal was still in the harbor Wednesday night. Andre surprised Burt Williams by
leaping onto the float at Cloutman’s Boatyard to have a chat at 6:30n.m.

HKU wr.C.'30 ft. . , iM,

WELCOM!

Andre’s annual trek is such a big deal these days that over 1000 people showed up to watch,
plus all three TV' stations and an NBC national camera crew. (All photos by Donald
Whitehead)

1

Andre home in four days
ROCKPORT (AP) — Andre the
seal relaxed in familiar surround
ings Monday on his first full day
back at his summer home along
the Maine coast.
The 16-year-old domesticated
harbor seal lolled and frolicked in
his open-air pen in Rockport
harbor, where he arrived Sunday
after a four-day swim from Mar
blehead, Mass.
After a five-pound serving of
herring for breakfast — about half
his daily fish ration — Andre

splashed in the floating pen, biding
his time until trainer Harry Good
ridge called on him to perform his
nightly routine of tricks.
Andre, who winters at the New
England Aquarium in Boston,
gave Goodridge a big, wet kiss on
the cheek when the two longtime
friends were reunited shortly after
3 p.m. Sunday.
As crowds gathered around the
dock, Andre went through a few
tricks, then was rewarded with a
fish dinner.

“Andre’s looking so good. I’m so
glad the waiting and worrying is
over,” said Goodridge, who raised
the seal from infancy after he had
been abandoned by his mother.
Andre’s speedy four-day swim
was not a record. He completed
the 160-mile trip in three days in
1974 and in four days in 1975. But
last year, when he was more than
50 pounds above his current
weight, Andre took his time and
extended the swim for two full
weeks.

Andre’s Marblehead-to-Rockport swim has become a spring
tradition along the New England
coast, and many fishermen and
boaters keep tabs on the seal’s
whereabouts.
During the summer, Andre lives
in Rockport, where he holds the
title of honorary harbormaster.
He spends his days in the floating
cage, which is 32 feet long and
eight feet wide and deep.
Goodridge predicts that Andre
may become a father this summer
if the cage can be adapted to acco
modate two seals. The aquarium
may send a female seal named
Snow t< Rockport by June for the
mating season.
Scienists have not determined
exactly how Andre finds his way i
Rockpo t each spring. However,
those itudying seal
along ti e coast note that 200 to r>00
harbor seals migrate each spring
from tieir winter quarters off,
ape Cod, Masv, Connecticut and
ong Island in their breeding
rounds in Maine.

this morning
The Morning News, Wilmington, Del., Friday, April 28,1978
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Andre the Seal en route
to his Maine summer home
to Marblehead, where he flip-flop
ped off the town dock for his jour
ney up to Rockport.
The freckled, gray and brown
seal cavorted around the harbor to
the delight of about 500 people who
lined the peers to watch him.
Before leaving Boston, Andre
“Go home, Andre,” admonished gave a farewell performance at
Harry A. Goodridge, owner and the aquarium. For a fish as a
best friend of the frolicksome har prize, Andre clapped his flippers,
bor seal.
snorted, jumped through a hoop,
Andre is the most famous resi fetched a rope and kissed his
dent of Rockport, Maine, where he trainer.
“He’s a hair overweight,” said
passes his summers performing
tricks for the tourists.
Goodridge as he looked at his blub
As he does each spring, Andre bery 180-pound pet. “But he’ll lose
rode from his winter tank at the some of that on the trip. ”
New England Aquarium in Boston
When Andre hurries, he can
MARBLEHEAD, Mass. (AP) —
Andre the Seal stared curiously at
a throng of admirers Wednesday,
then slid with a graceful splash
into Marblehead Harbor for his
annual 160-mile solo swim to
Maine.

make the long swam in 92 hours,
but last year he dawdled for about
two weeks.
Goodridge says he always knows
when Andre has finished the trip,
because he immediately climbs
into his 32-foot long pen anchored
in snug Rockport Harbor.
Goodridge adopted Andre 17
years ago when he was a 3-monthold pup abandoned by his mother.
“1 had hoped he would get a
harem and go live on the ledges,”
Goodridge said. Instead, Andre
learned circus tricks and lingered
around the harbor for his daily ra
tion of 10 pounds of herring.
“He likes to perform,” Good
ridge said. “He’s all ham.”
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Pa. chooses
sober slogan,
naturally

Andre (right) gives friend Smoke a goodbye kiss before departing for Maine
on Wednesday. (AP)

HARRISBURG (AP) — From
the entries of singers, zanies and
patriots, judges picked “Pennsyl
vania — Naturally” as the state’s
new slogan yesterday.
The Great Pennsylvania Slogan
Contest generated some tacky and
some risque ideas, but certainly
no apathy. A total of 75,000 slogans
poured into the state Commerce
Department, even from Honolulu.
The winner was a Pennsylva
nian, John Vesco, 46, of Irwin. His
entry was the same as about 20
others, but was postmarked earli
est.
The contest had its share of odd
entries, such as the one from the
McKean woman who wanted to
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Seal of approval
Andre, far right, kisses his friend Smoke
before leaving the New England Aquar
ium in Boston. Andre started his annual
160-mile swim to his summer home in
Maine Wednesday. Smoke and Andre
plan to rendezvous at the summer home
in Rockport, Maine. Andre’s swim takes
three to four days.

Summering in Maine
Young Chad Andreson of Thomaston, Maine, holds a welcome home sign as trainer
Harry Goodridge gives Rockport’s famous harbor seal, Andre, a homecoming meal of fish.
The 14-year-old, 240-pound Andre has spent the winter at the New England Aquarium in
Boston. It took Andre just three days to swim back to his summer home on the Maine
coast. Goodridge and Andre have been delighting tourists and townspeople with their act
for many years. (UPI)
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1 52nd Year Serving Vermonl

Good
Morning,
Vermont
Windy, Cold
Windy and cold with occa
sional snow flurries is the fore
cast through Tuesday. Highs
around 40 and lows in the
mid-20s are predicted
...................................... Page 2A

Sports
Baseball
Montreal 2......................Houston 1
New York 3................Minnesota 2
exas 2.............................. Boston 1

Andre Arrives
In Record Time
ROCKPORT, Maine (AP) —
Andre the seal swam quietly
into Rockport Harbor before
dawn on Sunday after swim
ming 160 miles from
Marblehead, Mass, in a record
3‘/2 days.
But he didn’t stay long.
Before he’d been in Rock
port more than a couple of
hours, he was off to Camden
"to watch them put out a fire in
a boat,” said Harry Goodridge,
Andre’s trainer and lifelong
companion.
Andre was first spotted
splashing in the harbor at 3:30
a.m. by a man who called po
lice to report that Rockport’s
honorary harbormaster was
home.
But Goodridge didn’t get
word until two hours later,
when two fishermen called a
Rockland woman on their two
way radio and asked her to
wake up Harry Goodridge.
As he does every spring, the
17-year-old trained seal rode
Wednesday from his winter
home at the New England
Aquarium in Boston to the pier
at Marblehead, Mass., where
he was released for his swim.
Goodridge said he was "hap
pily surprised” that his
freckled, gray and brown
friend came home so quickly.
Two years ago when Andre
dawdled, his swim took two
weeks.
When Goodridge got word
of his companion’s arrival, he
headed straight down the the
harbor to greet the 180-pound
blubbery pet he has cared for
since Andre was abandoned as
a three-month-old pup.
Andre slept in the sun most
of the day, but for a fish, he
performed some of the tricks
that are his trademark.

Seal tops record in spring swim
ROCKPORT, Maine (UPI) — Andre,
Maine’s best known seal, broke all pre
vious records for his annual spring
time swim from Marblehead, Mass., and
paddled into Rockport harbor about
5:30 a.m.
The 17-year-old sea mammal was
spotted by two fishermen in the light
of dawn swimming near his pen, said
Harry Goodridge, Andre’s owner and
trainer.
Andre was released from Marble
head after spending the winter at
Boston’s New England Aquarium. But
he "hung around” a few hours before

leaving on his annual 180-mile spring
time trek to Rockport Harbor, Goo
dridge said.
Andre has been known to take up to
two weeks on the journey north, but he
“broke all records this year. He made it
in under 3’/i days. He didn’t mess
around,” his trainer said.
“Andre’s mental attitude is great,”
said Goodridge. “He's so contented in
his pen. It’s unbelievable.”
The trainer said he was delighted
the seal had returned so quickly. But
he said there were some tense
moments.
/
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Andre Returns to Home
Port in Record 3% Days
ROCKPORT (AP) — Andre the seal swam quietly
into Rockport Harbor before dawn on Sunday after
swimming 160 miles from Marblehead, Mass, in a
record 3*2 days.
But he didn’t stay long.
Before he’d been in Rockport more than a couple of
hours, he was off to Camden “to watch them put out a
fire in a boat,” said Harry Goodridge, Andre’s trainer
and lifelong companion.
Andre was first spotted splashing in the harbor at
3:30 a m. by a man who called police to report that
Rockport’s honorary harbormaster was home.
But Goodridge didn’t get word until two hours later,
when two fishermen called a Rockland woman on'
their two-way radio and asked her to wake up Harry
Goodridge.
As he does every spring, the 17-year-old trained seal
rode Wednesday from his winter home at the New
England Aquarium in Boston to the pier at Mar
blehead, Mass., where he was released for his swim to
Rockport.
Goodridge said he was “happily surprised” that his
freckled, gray and brown friend came home so
quickly. Two years ago when Andre dawdled, his
swim took two weeks.
Continued on Page 8 Column 6
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BACK IN TOWN — Andre the seal, arrived home Sunday ir
Rockport following a 160-mile swim from Marblehead, Mass
Trainer Harry Goodridge climbs into the cage to greet his friend
(AP Wirephoto)
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Andre Returns to Home
Port in Record 3'/2 Days
Continued From Page One
When Goodridge got word of his companion’s arrival, he
headed straight down the the harbor to greet the 180-pound
blubbery pet he has cared for since Andre was abandoned as
a three-month-old pup.
Goodridge took out a boat to look for Andre, but when he
couldn’t find him he went home to thaw out some fish. Before
long he got a call from the fire department in Camden, saying
Andre was two miles away in Camden.
A steady stream of visitors, reporters and Andre fans lined
the harbor piers all day as news spread that Maine’s favorite
seal was back.
Andre slept in the sun most of the day, but for a fish, he
performed some of the tricks that are his trademark.

...a seal of approval for Andre
By Carol Oppenheim
Chicago Tribune Press Service

ROCKPORT. Me. — Most of the day
and far into the night, Harry Goodridge
paced the dock and peered anxiously out
to sea. He was like a father awaiting
the return of his prodigal son.
In the wee hours, the cold and the
wind finally forced Goodridge to give up
his vigil. A few hours later, Andre came
swimming home. It was 3:30 a.m. Sun
day.
“Hey, this time he made it a record,”
Goodridge said with a big grin to just
about anybody and everybody among
the two dozen townspeople who con
verged on the dock as news of Andre's
arrival spread. “He did 180 miles in 80
hours. It’s really amazing.”
ANDRE IS A HARBOR seal who is
almost 17 years old and weighs nearly
200 pounds. Goodridge, a tree surgeon
and scuba diver, raised Andre from a 2day-old pup after finding the seal aban
doned on a harbor rock.
For the last five years, Andre has
been spending the winter in the New
England Aquarium in Boston and the
summer back in the tiny fishing village
where he was born. The trip to the
Continued on page 20, col. 4

Trainer Harry Goodridge gets a "glad to be home" kiss from'Andre
the 17-year-old seal that the tree surgeon raised from a pup.
'

A seal of approval for Andre...
Continued from page one

aquarium is made by airplane; the re
turn trip he swims.
“This year, he almost gave me an
ulcer,” said Goodridge. “We didn’t know
where he was for 2% days. Usually we
get reports on his progress, but this
time, nothing.
“FINALLY, A GUY in Pemaquid,

which is only 35 miles down the coast,
telephoned and said he spotted the seal.
I asked what the seal was doing and
when the guy said he was flopped in a
boat and snoozing, I knew it was Andre.
“I really didn’t care if he stayed out
in the ocean forever. That’s his natural
element. That’s where he’s safest. I just
wanted to know he’s all right, that he
hadn’t run into a shark, or a fish hook,
or a net.
“You know, if something ever hap
pened to Andre, I think I’d have to
leave town.”
Andre lives in a pen anchored 50
yards offshore. Nightly, he performs
tricks and has a repertoire of more than
50, including jumping through a hoop,
shooting baskets, playing dead, and giv
ing a “raspberry” as his impression of
Flipper. Andre probably could learn
more tricks, according to Goodridge, ex
cept “I’ve run out of ideas.”

“In the beginning I thought he’d be a
good companion when I went diving, but
I never intended to keep him. Every
time I let him go I thought, ‘Well, that’s
the last of him.’ And then I’d come back
at night and he’d be waiting.”
EVENTUALLY, ANDRE showed a lik

ing for people in general. He was very
playful and would visit the boats coming
into the harbor,
But as he got bigger, his playfulness
became a problem. Several times, he
jumped into boats and once he capsized
a canoe.
So in summer, Andre was penned and,
in winter, he was set free, until Good
ridge began getting complaints about

Andre’s antics from towns up and dowg
the Maine coast. And that’s when the
arrangement with the Boston aquarium
began.
Goodridge stages the nightly shows,
he said, because “I figure I have a pub
lic duty to show him off. I never
deamed though I’d wind up with a
celebrity on my hands.”
HE CHARGES NO FEE for the per

formances, but last year he began pass
ing the hat to pay for Andre’s upkeep—
about 10 pounds of fish a day, construc
tion and repair of the $5,300 pen, and
the $400 annual plane ride to Boston.
Andre has a bank account in his own
name.

...a blessing for pets
Continued from page one

goldfish will go home and lay eggs like
crazy now.”
But for dog owners like Alexander and
Sheila Hehmeyer, an animal fertility
rite was the last thing they needed.
They spent the morning chasing their
four miniature Yorkshire terriers—

Heathcliffe, Catherine, Jane Eyre, and
Charlotte Bronte—who were busy snak
ing around ankles in a not-so-devout.
free-for-all.
“You’ll have to forgive them,” Mrs.
Hehmeyer apologized as Charlotte scoot
ed off her leash and headed toward an
other puppy. “They’ve never been to
church before.”

GOODRIDGE MAINTAINS that har

bor seals are more intelligent than por
poises, but that Andre is no smarter
than any of his brethren. However, he
cannot explain how Andre finds his way
home each year.
Part of the answer must lie in the
mutual affection between the two. As
soon as Goodridge approaches the pen,
Andre pokes his head out of the water
and tracks Goodridge’s every movement
with his big, liquid brown eyes.
When Goodridge first found Andre, he
nursed him with an eyedropper and kept
him in a bathtub in the basement of his
home. After the seal was weaned, he
put him in the harbor.

‘Blast bomb’ under study
Continued from page one

clear weapons for the Defense Depart
ment. Its $1.5 billion research request
for the fiscal year starting Oct. 1 repre
sents a $70 million increase over this
fiscal year, according to the transcript
of Kerr’s testimony before the House
subcommittee.
The blast bomb did not appear as a
specific item in the Energy Department

budget request for research and devel
opment. Nor was it listed in a subcate
gory requesting $612 million for produc
tion and maintenance of the nation’s
nuclear-weapons stockpile—a 21 per cent
increase over current spending.
Kerr said this was because the blast
bomb is only a concept. “The term
‘RRR’ is shorthand for a concept,” Kerr
said. “It’s not something that’s sitting
on the shelf.”
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It’s The No-Smoke Section For Andre
By JEAN FREEDMAN
Coastal Bureau
ROCKPORT — Andre’s
batching it again. His
female companion, Smoke,
was returned to Boston’s
New England Aquarium
late Friday afternoon.
Seven-year-old Smoke had
been spending the summer
here with 17-year-old Andre,
who’s kept in a pen in the
harbor. This is the second
summer the seals have been
together, and New England
Aquarium officials and
Andre’s trainer, Harry
Goodridge, were hoping the
seals would mate this year.
However, Goodridge said
Saturday morning he did not
think Smoke was pregnant.
Goodridge explained that
Smoke was returned to the
aquarium by truck time be
cause he wants to let Andre
out of his pen to teach the
seal a new trick. He said
Andre’s pen has not been
opened since Smoke arrived
in May.
“We were afraid that
Smoke might get out of the

Andre the seal, bottom,
and Smoke, top, in
happier days. (AP)

pen and we were’t sure if to teach Andre will be to pull
she would come back. a rope, unveiling a sculpture
Smoke is one of the female of the seal currently being
seals aquarium officials made by Jane Wasey of Lin
hope will mate and we don’t colnville.
want to take a chance of
Goodridge said he wasn’t
losing her,” Goodridge said.
The trick the trainer plans sure when the sculpture will

be unveiled
Harbor.

in

Rockport

Asked if Smoke will return
next summer, Goodridge
said he and aquarium offi
Goodridge said Smoke cials plan to “do something
and Andre will be reunited different next year.”
when Andre is trucked to the
aquarium this fall for his
“We will probably bring
winter stay there.
some seals up to spend the

summer with Andre. These
seals will be ones the aquari
um eventually hopes to set
free. We want to see, if after
spending time with Andre,
the seals will return to the
pen when let loose,” Good
ridge said.

A-6 — THE press
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Associated Press

Sealing it with a kiss
Andre, bottom, welcomes Smoke to the pen they will share in an
aquarium near Rockport, Maine, with a kiss. Smoke was trans
ported from the New England Aquarium in Boston for the union
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The Burlington (Vt.) Free Press, Tuesday, May

23, 1978
Associated Press Wirephoto

ANDRE GREETS HIS GIRLFRIEND, SMOKE, WITH A KISS
... the two were reunited Monday in Rockport, Maine

Andre the Seal Vacations
With His Live-In Girlfriend
ROCKPORT, Maine (AP) — An
dre the seal now has a live-in girl
friend at his vacation retreat along
the Maine coast.
A 7-year-old female harbor seal
named Smoke arrived by van Mon
day to join Andre, 17, in his pen at
Rockport harbor.
Andre and Smoke exchanged a
kiss as photographers were on hand
to see the two seals reunited.
Smoke and Andre were together
for part of last summer, and they
both spent the winter in the New
England Aquarium in Boston. But
hopes that the match might result in
a seal pup have thus far come to
naught.
"We’re hoping,” said Mrs. Harry
A. Goodridge, the wife of Andre’s
trainer. "We tried this last year, but
it didn’t materialize. Perhaps some
thing will happen this year.”
Andre has attained celebrity sta
tus by swimming 160 miles up the
New England coast from

Marblehead, Mass., each spring. He
arrived this year on April 30, com
pleting the swim in a record 3 54
davs.

haven’t worked in the past.
The curriculum, she said, is
supposed to be a community
based program, but is amazingly
similar to the ones being de
veloped in the other 15 districts
taking part in a funded federally
pilot program this year. With
only a four percent return on a
community survey issued by the
development committee, she
wonders how the group can
claim to have community based
programs. The curriculum co
ordinators of each of the districts
have been meeting monthly to
share ideas and she questions
again whether this leads to
community input to the program.
Dobbs quoted a 1977 Maine
Teachers’ Association publication
"Maine Teacher” saying "All
teachers know health education
to be potentially explosive."
Yet, she said, the curriculum de-

“They are using such

broad

Reserves Eye
The U. S. Army may be in
terested in obtaining land in the
City’s Industrial Park for build
ing a Reserve Center. A group
of Army and government repre
sentatives spent time Thursday
doing site selection work at the
South End Park.
Major Thomas Best of the 94th
Army Command in Boston said
Monday that a meeting — of “all
government people" — took
place here Thursday to consider
"the possible acquisition of land
for building a Reserve Center.”
City Manager Paul Devine and
Economic Development Director

Andre Back Home In
Record Setting Swim

Trainer Harry Goodridge talks to Andre Sunday morning before running the Honarary Harbor Master through a few tricks.
Photo by Heddricg

ROCKPORT — Andre the Seal is back in Rockport,
safe and sound once again. The honorary harbormaster of
Rockport Harbor made the trip from Marblehead, Mass.,
harbor to his Maine home in just three and a half days.
This, his fifth trip, was a record swim. He was first
spotted in the harbor by two fishermen around 5:30 a.m.
Sunday. In past years he has taken as much as two weeks
to make the trip, but usually averages about four days.
Andre is 17 years old now, and winters in the New Eng
land Aquarium in Boston. He travels to Boston in the
fall by airplane, but in the spring makes his own way along
the coast to Rockport from Massachusetts.
The seal was spotted Saturday in Pemaquid Harbor at
the Pemaquid Fisheries Co-op playing around one of the
skiffs in the harbor. Goodridge was notified by fishermen
there, and it was only a matter of time before he cruised
home.
Andre was first spotted around 5:30 a.m. in Rockport,
but was later seen in Camden harbor watching firemen
battle a burning boat fire. He later returned to Rockport
to accept some fish from his owner, trainer, and old friend
Harry Goodridge.
And for all his friends who gathered at the harbor to
welcome him home, Andre put on his epertoire ot tricks.
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At Portland, Maine

By TED COHEN
Staff Writer
ROCKPORT HARBOR — Andre is back - and
in record time.
Maine’s beloved seal paddled into the harbor
at 5:30 a.m. Sunday following a three and onehalf day marathon swim from Marblehead,
Mass., 160 miles from here.
The 17-year-old seal was released at 1:30 p.m.
Wednesday for his annual journey up the coast,
following a winter at New England Aquarium,
Boston.
Andre has been known to take up to two weeks
on the journey north but this year he “didn’t
mess around,” said his trainer, Harry A. Good
ridge.
Coastal residents, who can almost set their
watches to Andre, again gave the word of
Andre’s pending arrival.
“Saturday, I got a call from Harold Elliot of
the Pemaquid Fisheries Co-op, who said he saw
Andre messing around in a skiff,” Goodridge
said. “It was quite a relief, knowing he was okay.

See ANDRE
Back Page This Section

FROM PAGE 1
“Andre showed up here about 5:30 a.m.
Sunday and was seen by two fishermen who
were sitting in their pick-up truck at the
harbor. They called on the CB and a woman
called from Rockland.’’
Goodridge said he went down to the
harbor to check whether Andre was in his
pen.
“I didn’t see him so I went home to thaw
some fish,” he said. “I got a call from a
Camden fireman, who said Andre was in
Camden harbor watching firemen battle a
harbor fire.”
When Goodridge went back to Andre’s

pen at 7:30 a.m., the seal was there,
“meaning he made the four-mile trip from
Camden in an hour. That’s good time.”
Goodridge, who found Andre as an aban
doned pup, said the seal “seems absolutely
contented. He lays around, closes his
eyes...I gave him some fish and he did
tricks.”
Andre will spend the summer here, per
forming his usual repertoire of tricks for
tourists and residents.
And Andre made a new friend Sunday, a
Chicago Tribune reporter who flew up to
cover the celebrated seal’s return.

Saturday's sale 87.150
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(NEWS Photo by Emmett Meara)

Welcome kiss from owner Harry Goodridge

Anc/re's

return
a record

By Emmett Meara
NEWS Rockland Bureau
ROCKPORT — Apparently Andre
the seal had enough of city life.
He swam from Marblehead, Mass.,
to his Rockport home in record time
on his fifth annual trip, arriving home
Sunday at about 5:30 a.m. Andre,
after spending an easy winter in
Boston’s New England Aquarium,
had left Marblehead at 6:30 p.m. on
Wednesday.
“He must have been anxious to
come home this year,” said Andre’s

owner and trainer, Harry Goodridge,
a Rockport tree surgeon. Goodridge
contrasted this year’s quick trip with
the one two years ago, in which Andre
took 14 days to return.
“He swam around Penobscot Bay
for several days, even after he return
ed. I think Andre knew that year that
he was overweight and needed the ex
ercise. This year he was only a little
overweight, so he came right back,”
Goodridge said

See ANDRE’S BA CK on Page 2

Andre's back in Rockport
Q

from page 1

Each year the annual
swim home has gathered
more national attention. The
relationship between the
seal and Goodridge has
resulted in countless
newspapers and magazine
articles, as well as a book.
This year an Andre store
has opened up a short
distance from Andre’s pen.
On Sunday the word

Some delegates complain
ed about the rules for in
troducing amendments to
the platform, which re
quired proposed changes to
be submitted in writing, ac
companied by 10 signatures
10 days before the conven
tion.
“The present rules (which
were adopted by the 1976
convention) deny us the op
portunity to amend the plat
form from the floor,” said
delegate John Hanson of
Hampden. “As such, they
are grossly undemocratic.”
But chairman Pachios
disagreed, saying he liked
“the idea that people can
read what they’re voting
on.”
As for the meaning of the
whole exercise, the com
ments of some party leaders
were revealing.
Sen. Muskie remarked at
one point that he could sup
port the original, somewhat
non-committal Indian
claims plank, “because it
doesn’t say much.”
When Pachios was asked
if he thought the platform
debate was important, he
smiled and said, “I’m the
state party chairman. It’s
mpossible for me to answer
hat question honestly.”

spread that Andre had
returned and the summer’s
first traffic jam occured at
the town public landing.
Traffic got so bad last year
that a traffic officer had to
be hired to keep things mov
ing.
For the benefit of the
press, which gathers each
year, Goodridge took his
bucket of fish out to the pen
and put the seal through his
well rehearsed paces. While
still and movie cameras
captured the action, the seal
played dead, lept through a
hoop, kissed Goodridge and
gave his reaction to another
well know mariner, Flipper.
When Goodridge asks what
Andre thinks of Flipper, the
seal gives a decent Bronx
dheer through his nose to the
delight of all.
Mr. and Mrs. James R.
Griffin, who live a short
distance from the pen, were
part of the coastal popula
tion that maintained the
vigil for the seal. “We came
down last night to see if he
was here, but we really
thought it was too early,”
James Griffin said. “He
looks a little chunky,” added
Rita Griffin.
One person had a pretty
good idea when the seal
would come home. Jeremy
Boobar of Rockport won the
pool guessing when the ar
rival date would be. He will
win a T-shirt from the Andre
Shop.
Jane Fuller, who runs the
store said that a portion of
the proceeds will go towards
keeping Andre well stocked
with fish and will pay other
expenses for the upkeep of
the town’s honorary har
bormaster.
The shop sells Andre Tshirts, Andre stuffed dolls,

Andre backpacks, Andre
sweatshirts and Andre sta
tionary.
The credit for spotting the
seal this year goes to two
fishermen who were at the
public landing at 5:30 a.m.
Goodridge said that scallop
man Beverly Haskell and
“Big Ben” Roger Smith
spotted the seal, then broad
cast it on the C.B. to a friend
who called Goodridge.
“That’s my favorite phone
call all year,” Goodridge
said. “I always worry until
he gets home/’
Andre will be alone in his
pen for a couple of weeks,
Goodridge said. “Smoke,”
Andre’s female companion,
will be brought from the
aquarium sometime in mid May.
As for rumors Andre is go
ing to be a father, Goodridge
said, “I don’t think so. If
Smoke did have a pup, it
would be in May and I don’t
think she’s fat enough. But
we’ll see.”
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Andre's lunch
seals fate of
Cohen's seat
CAMDEN — It all started out innocently enough. U.S.
Rep. William Cohen took some time out Saturday for a
visit to Andre the Seal, Rockport’s honorary harbor
master.
According to Cohen, Andre was a little confused by the
presence of a stranger in his pen and was a little more ac
tive than usual. Cohen backed up and his pants brushed
up against some ripe fish which had been set on the rail of
the pen before being fed to the seal. As a result of the fish
ending up on Cohen’s pants, another stop was made at a
local merchant’s in Camden.
Cohen kept his appointment at the public landing in
Camden but sported a brand new pair of pants. “I’m just
doing my part to contribute to the local economy,” Cohen
said.
While Cohen spoke to interested citizens at the landing,
one of his staffers made the rounds of those present from
the press and asked if, as a matter of professional
courtesy, the entire matter of the new pants might be
forgotten. But Cohen hadn’t forgotten, as he told the
story to all those gathered.
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SEA WATCH — The granite Andre will bask in the sun and look forever seaward
over his home of Rockport Harbor. Jane Wasey of Lincolnville was sculptor of the
likeness of the coast’s favorite harbor seal.
Staff Photo by Caswell

Seal dedicates
own likeness
on big statue
ROCKPORT, Maine
(AP) — A two-ton statue
of a seal has been
(erected in this coastal
village.
Not just any seal, but
Andre, perhaps- Maine’s
most famous summer
resident.
The granite statue,
sculptured by Jane
Wasey of Lincolnville,
was dedicated as Andre
himself pulled a rope to
unveil his stone likeness.
It took Miss Wasey
more than two years to
complete the statue of
Andre, who holds the
title of honorary harbor
master.
The seal swims to
Rockport from Massa
chusetts each summer.
He will be returning to
his winter home at the
New England Aquarium
in Boston.
7 q
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Andre pulls
off artistic
achievement
By JEAN FREEDMAN
Coastal Bureau

The completed sculpture with
Lincolnville artist Jane Wasey, who
created it, and trainer Goodridge.
flJPIi

ROCKPORT — With more than 500 people
watching, Andre the seal — coaxed by his
trainer Harry Goodridge — pulled a cord un
veiling a statue of himself at dedication cere
monies at Marine Park Sunday.
The crowd surged forward to get a closer
look at the gray granite statue, and children
and adults quickly reached out to touch the
stone likeness of Rockport’s most popular
summer resident.
Others in the audience rushed over to con
gratulate Lincolnville sculptress Mrs. Jane
Wasey, who had spent almost two years carv
ing the reclining statue of the 17-year-old
seal.
In the meantime, Andre returned to his
cage, where he put on a show with his trainer
and Jacquiline Buhler, who takes care of
Andre in his winter home at the New England
Aquarium in Boston.
Andre had been let out of his cage, located
about 75 feet from shore, so that he could
swim closer to Marine Park, where he caught
the line in his mouth and swam offshore to
unveil the statue.
Under sunny skies, the dedication ceremo
nies began with Rockport resident Henry
Scheel offering a humorous "and mostly fac
tual” account of Andre’s life in Rockport and
the Boston aquarium. Scheel declared, "This
is the first time a seal has unveiled his own
statue.”
He retold the story of Andre’s swim each
year from Marblehead, Mass., where aquari
um officials release him in the spring to
return to Rockport and his beloved friend,
Harry Goodridge.
Each fall, he recounted, Andre is flown
back to the aquarium, where he performs
with other seals to the delight of visitors
there.
Ms. Buhler told the crowd that the aquari
um is already receiving telephone calls
asking when Andre will be back in Boston.
Reminiscing about her activities with the
famed seal, she said he once pulled at her
pant leg, a move she considered to be an invi
tation to join him for a swim. "I didn’t go in
the pool,” she added regretfully.
Goodridge also spoke, as did Mrs. Wasey.
She thanked everyone involved in the pro
ject, including Union Lime Products, which
donated the granite; her friend and fellow

Andre returns the cord to his
trainer, Harry Goodridge, after
unveiling the sculpture of himself.
(UPI)
sculptress, Priscilla Pattison; and Laite Con
struction, which on Friday transported the
statue from Mrs. Wasey’s Lincolnville studio
to Marine Park overlooking the harbor.
Mrs. Wasey presented Town Manager Carl
Betterley with a letter formally presenting
the statue to the people of Rockport. She do
nated her time and told the crowd that she
could not put a money value on the statue.
Each individual would have to value and love
it in his own way, she added.
The statue was unveiled after Mrs. Wasey
spoke. It took several minutes for Goodrige
to release Andre from his cage and coax him

See ANDRE
Back page this section.
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Andre

FROM PAGE 1

with fish to swim toward the cage while she was there, during the past few weeks to
park to catch and pull the Andre’s trainer had been re- teach him to pull the cord on
cord.
leasing the seal from his cage cue.
Andre’s girlfriend, Smoke,
who has spent the past two
summers with him in his cage
in Rockport Harbor, missed
the dedication. She was re
turned to her home in the
New England Aquarium sev
eral weeks ago because Good
ridge did not want to open the

/
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SMOOCH BY A smart, but slippery seal — Andre the harbor seal who
personally unveiled a granite statue of himself in Rockport, Me., gives
his trainer, Harry Goodridge, an affectionate kiss.

Andre unveils statue of
himself in Rockport, Me.
Few people who have ever adopted Andre as an orphan
watched the popular harbor pup.
seal, Andre, slide into the har The granite sculpture was 11
bor for his annual jaunt home months in the making and was
to Rockport. Me. would have trucked to Rockport for the
any doubts that the seal is a unveiling last week. With a tug
good entertainer
and of the rope by Andre, the onesomething of a ham.
third lifesize granite seal was
.He proved that to the world, uncovered.
or at least his world of The 17-year-old seal has
popularity, when he personal taken off from Marblehead
ly unveiled a two-ton statue of Harbor since 1973, making the
himself in the Rockport 180-mile voyage in anywhere
from three and a half days to
Marine Park last Sunday.
Andre’s trainer, Harry two weeks.
Goodridge, taught the rotund Andre has spent the sum
harbor seal how to pull a rope mer in a 32-by-8-foot floating
which released the cloth pen which Goodridge con
covering the slate-gray statue structed last year after com
near Andre’s summer head plaints from Rockport
quarters in Rockport Harbor. fishermen about Andre’s habit
During the summer Andre of jumping into boats and
gives daily performances in scaring the men.
the harbor with prompting Each spring when Andre is
from the Rockport Harbor trucked up from his winter
master. Goodridge,- who home at the New England

Aquarium the crowd at the
Clark Landing appears to
grow by the score. Some years
Andre has stayed around the
wharf after slipping into the
Atlantic and Goodridge has
tempted him to do tricks for
the waiting throngs. This past
spring, however, the frisky
seal slipped into the water,
rolled on the surface^and cou
ple times and disappeared for
the long trek.
Goodridge said recently that
Andre would be flying down to
the aquarium sometime late
this month to “winter” in the
harbor seal pool where he is
the
star
of
daily
performances.
Since he may be the only
harbor seal in the world who
has his image carved in stone
there is speculaiion that he
may be even more of a star
than ever.

The arts in Maine
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Andre preserved in stone----By Robert H. Newall
Of the NEWS Staff
LINCOLNVILLE - Andre the seal will
be immortalized in stone when his likeness
will be unveiled on Sunday at 3 p.m. —
hopefully with his cooperation — in
Rockport’s Marine Park. And her sculpture
of the celebrated animal will make Jane
Wasey immortal, too.
By addressing herself to the long, ar
duous task of carving Andre out of a four ton slab of granite, Mrs. Wasey, who learn
ed her art largely under Paul Landowski in
Paris and Simon Moselsio in New York, has
followed an ancient tradition. Both
primitive and sophisticated cultures have
paid tribute to the animal world in art. In
the Vatican Museum, for instance, the
Apollo of Belvedere and the Lacoon
dominate, but the Greeks enjoyed sculpting
birds and other animals. And this is not to
mention the two - dimensional, stylized
paintings of the sacred cats of Egyptian
sarcaphagi.
Certainly Maine’s most famous citizen
from the animal world is Andre, who, at 17
years, is in his prime (seals have an
average life span of 40 years if not brutally
beaten to death).
Each spring he strikes out from his
“digs” in Massachusetts and streaks back
to his summer quarters in Rockport, where
he is the darling of the young fry who flock
to see him go through his repertoire of
tricks late on a summer’s afternoon.
For Jane Wasey, a permanent resident
here — along with her friend and co worker Priscilla Pattison — it was in
evitable, perhaps, that she should tackle
the project of preserving Andre in stone.
“How did I get involved in this?” she
queried with a chuckle. “Hmph, I ask
myself that every day. Oh, yes, I’ve done
animal sculptures before, but never a seal.
“I somehow felt that there ought to be a
statue of Andre. There are statues of
famous men and women all over the world.
Why not, then, one of Andre, our beloved
seal? The kids can sit on him. I guess that’s
how the idea sprang. ”
Once she had determined on the execu
tion of the scheme and had got the green
light from the town fathers, Mrs. Wasey
jogged off to see the supervisors at the
Lime Rock Quarries in Union.
“I felt that one piece really reminded me
of the color of Andre,” she said. “I asked
whether I could get the same stone in a big
block. When I told them it was for an Andre
they said, ‘In that case we’ll give you any
stone in the quarry and transport it for you
— for nothing.’ We clambered over rocks
looking for one that would render the seal

With the block ensconced in her studio
here, Mrs. Wasey set to carving, a job that
obsessed her except for the coldest months
between November and April. All told, she
carved for 10 months. After that came the
interminable business of polishing the
stone.
“You know,” she laughed, “I’ll probably
be rubbing it as we zoom down the road to
Marine Park,” an act that Vincent Hartgen, a staunch admirer of her work, calls a
“charette.”
“It’s given me much pleasure and
satisfaction,” she said in her strong
baritone. “It certainly became more of a
project once I had embarked on it. At points
it seemed completely overpowering.
“For one thing, I didn’t have power tools.
Apart from just one electric tool for grin
ding, I had to do everything by hand. The
grinding is simply to remove the tool
marks. Then comes the endless rubbing
with a carborundum stone and wet - dry
emery paper ranging from rough to fine.
You rub and rub and rub. And Andre, after
all, is a smooth - coated creature.”
Over the months Mrs. Wasey has observ
ed her friend a great deal, acquainting
herself with all the quirks and habits of the
genus Zolaphus.
The one trouble with seals is that they are
opposed to remaining still to pose for long
stretches. But Harry Goodridge, Andre’s
devoted trainer, gave Mrs. Wasey a picture
from which she made several clay molds,
choosing a pose that she felt showed the
playful creature in a typical attitude —
with his belly partly exposed as if to invite
an admirer to scratch it.
“But I kept going back to watch him,”
she confessed. “And he learned to know my
voice when I called him. Seals are amaz
ingly intelligent — even more than dogs.
“When I took my granddaughter to see
him, I called and he responded. Was she
impressed! I think they have a form of
ESP, for Andre seems to anticipate what
Harry says — not that he has learned it all
by rote.
“This creature is extraordinary. He has a
love of people, but then seals are a
gregarious lot, especially during mating
season. Andre, you know, was abandoned
by his mother and it was then that Harry
fetched him home after two days and fed
him by bottle. When he had filled out, he
was placed in the harbor, but he came right
home. He loved his freedom, but he kept
coming back. Home, after all, was where
he was brought up. Since ice prevents
Harry from getting out to feed him, Andre

Fascinated by seals, and by Andre in par
ticular, Mrs. Wasey has watched him hour
after hour. When she has worked on the
sculpture, she has followed a strict
regimen: Seven hours a day, four in the
morning, three in the afternoon. She works
in a shelter attached to the studio she
shares with Miss Pattison if there isn’t too
much rain.
Mrs. Wasey selected the site herself,
largely because it is from that vantage
point that one must see the real Andre.
“The Women’s Garden Club will probably
add shrubbery to beautify the sculpture”,
she said. “It looks a little bare now. It’s a
perfect place for exhibits of sculpture. ’ ’
The ceremony on Sunday afternoon will
be a community event. If the tide is right,
Andre may well pull the cord that will
unveil his torpedo - like likeness, partly im
pressionistic, partly realistic.
To do this work, Mrs. Wasey was com
pelled to give up the time she would nor
mally have spent on other sculptures that
would eventually have gone off to the
Kraushaar Galley in New York City.
“Mrs. Kraushaar is a fine dealer,” she said
appreciatively. “I’m proud to be associated
with her.”
But reverting to her favorite subject —
Andre — she confessed that her work on his
statue had been a labor of love for which
she was not charging the town one sou.
“This is a remarkable animal,” she said.
“To watch him in motion or even at rest is a
delight. He’s got personality.
“Harry,” she went on, “was most
cooperative. I usually went out every morn
ing at 9 to observe. He sheds in July and
gets somewhat irascible. But every night,
after he’s been fed, he does his tricks.
Sometimes, though, during the shedding
season he becomes recalcitrant. There are
strong esteem and respect between him
and his trainer. Only Harry, in fact, can pat
him. He doesn’t like to be touched. It’s all
been a big learning experience for me. As I
watch Andre at close range, I see the
sculpture developing.”
The white - hired sculptor lauded her
friend, too. “Oh, Priscilla’s professional
eye has been invaluable. I respect her opi
nion and knowledge. In this area of art a
painter can’t help you. You’ve got to have
someone with a real knowledge of
sculpture.”
Whipping up the enthusiasm of the crowd
at the unveiling will be a band giving out
with old and new favorites. And available
in the tent will be refreshments.
Rockport won’t soon forget the day Andre
was memorialized. And both he and his

•
Although she refuses to let her sculpture of
Andre the Seal be photographed, Jone Wasey
had no objection to posing in her studio with
one of her other works. Andre will hopefully be
unveiled by Andre on Sunday at 3 p.m. in
Rockport’s Marine Park. (NEWS Photo)
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Since Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr. of
California started seeing singer Linda
Ronstadt the rumors have been flying.
Brown’s father, former gov. Pat
Brown, thinks his son should get mar
ried and settle down. Brown’s oppo
nent in the current elections, Republi
can Evelle Younger, says the man for
the governor’s mansion should have
experience changing diapers, paying a
mortgage and such.
But California voters apparently
don’t give a hoot whether Brown gets
married or not. The Los Angeles
Times took a poll, and 88 percent of
those asked whether their opinion of
Brown would change if he married
Ronstadt said it would make “no dif
ference” to them.
There was a new face in town when
guests assembled at the Schubert The
atre in Los Angeles Friday night to
honor veteran entertainer Fred As
taire. The face belonged to Betty
Ford, who made her first public ap
pearance since undergoing a facelift
operation last month.
Observers said the former first lady
looked fantastic. Astaire received the

Personalities
1978 National Artist Award from the
American National Theatre and Acad
emy. Mrs. Ford, 60, was honoary
chairperson for the ceremony.
They said he was the kingdom’s
most eligible bachelor, after Prince
Charles. But now he is married.
Gerald Cavendish, 26, the earl of
Grosvenor and heir to the Duke of
Westminster and master of a real es
tate kingdom of his own estimated to
be $950 million, took the martial vows
Saturday. He said “I do” with Natalia
Phillips, 19, grandaughterof the late
lady Zia Wernher, who was the grand
daughter of Grand Duke Michael of
Russia.
'
.
The couple was married in St.
Mary’s Church in Luton, 30 miles out
side of London, with British royalty
and 1,000 guests attending.
The sounds of Italian street singers,
the aroma of fresh Italian cheeses
and the taste of Italian wines trans
ported 500 guests back to the Old

7 7
Country last night at White Flint
Mall. They were celebrating the 200th
anniversary of La Scala, the Italian
opera, and the opening of a Ginori
Boutique.
Opera star James McCracken and
his wife, Sandra Warfield, with Mar
cello Serafini of Italy’s economic min
istry, greeted celebrants. Italian min
istry staff, U.S. State Department rep
resentatives and White Flint custom
ers meandered through the mail’s Via
Rialto, a cobblestoned replica of a
Mediterranean thoroughfare, picking
from fruit and cheese flown in Sun
day morning from Over There.
After two years of work, artist Jane
Wasey completed her two-ton granite
sculpture of Andre, who was to have
the privilege of unveiling it in Rock
port, Maine, yesterday.
Andre is the honorary harbormaster
in Rockport and one of Maine’s most
famous summer residents. After the
ceremony, he is expected to return to
his winter home in Boston.

Andre is a seal, residing at the New
England Aquarium there.
There’s just a limit to what will fly
for Eastern Airlines.
Frank Borman, president of the air
line, says an advertisement has
prompted the company to withdraw
from the Miami Film Festival. East
ern was participating in an ad cam
paign for the festival and was offering
soecial tours to Miami—until the ad
appeared in Variety and Backstage.
The ad read, “Sex. Violence. Booze.
Drugs. Famine. Disaster—Enjoy it all
at the Miami Film Festival.”
Borman said, “This is not the kind
of image we want our company associ
ated with and we do not want to be
associated with anything that puts the
Miami community in such a light.”
Comedian Henny Youngman col
lapsed and fell from the stage last
night during the first of two shows

he had scheduled at the Hippogriff,
a suburban Minneapolis nightclub.
“I feel dizzy, is the stage moving
or is it me?” said Youngman, 73, be
fore falling from the stage onto some
padded chairs a few feet below.
He was attended by two private
physicians in the audience, then
walked from the room waving to the
crowd, which gave him a standing
ovation.
Youngman was taken by private car
to Mount Sinai Hospital, where he
was checked over and released. He
did not return to the nightclub for
the second show.
After much controversy, Amhet Er
tegun, chairman of Atlantic Records,
says the company has no plans to
make more copies of the Rolling
Stones album “Some Girls,” which has
sold nearly 3 million. Ertegun said
that if more copies are released, he
will try to have some lyrics removed.
Ertegun made the announcement af
ter meeting in Chicago Saturday with

Betty Ford
the Rev. Jesse L. Jackson, leader of
Operation PUSH, which objected to
lyrics in the album’s title song. The
group said it believed the song was
derogatory to black women.

—Ed Bruske

Sealed in stone, Andre’s speckled likeness joins Rockport harbor
wintertime friend from the Boston Jane Wasey’s dwelling are the 14
Aquarium, grinned happily at An three-pound cans of elbow
dre’s accomplishment.
grease.”
Commenting that the statue
The first time the rope was
thrown out, Andre dove and now weighs 32,000 ounces, Scheel
either missed or ignored it, sur noted that by the use of “Henry
facing halfway back to the boat. A. Scheel Memorial Arithmetic”
Goodridge exhorted him to try the sculpting must have involved
In the motorboat an ABC again, threw a fish in the direction 256,000 blows of a hammer.
Praising the relationship
cameraman filmed the event, of the shore and when the rope
while Jacqueline Buhler, Andre’s was thrown a second time, Andre between Andre and Goodridge,
did just what Goodridge had which Scheel attributed to the
predicted he would — unveiled his competency of the seal, he said it
own statue.
was a shame “the Catholics and
Henry Scheel, the Rockport Protestants in Northern Ireland
resident who was master of and the Jews and Palestinians
ceremonies at Andre’s Day says it couldn’t learn something from the
is “the first time in history that a remarkable communication
seal has disclosed himself.’’
between them.”
Before Goodridge, the actual
Rockport harbormaster, released
Betterley told Wasey that
Andre from his pen, Scheel had Rockport is blessed by people
introduced a few speakers who who love it and that she joined
offered their thoughts on the those people by creating “a lasting
replica of Andre the seal who also
proceedings.
First was Goodridge, who loves Rockport to the point of
acknowledged that Wasey’s many voluntarily and repeatedly ex
visits to study Andre were “ex changing a life of freedom for the
citing.” Then Andre’s winter privilege of living here.”
keeper Buhler described her
Andre is returned to the Boston
relationship of “total delight” Aquarium each winter, then
with the famous harbor seal and released in the spring, when he
described one time when he pulled swims up the coast of New
on her pant leg in what seemed an England until he reaches his
attempt to get her to join him for summer home in Rockport har
bor.
a swim. She declined.
Sculptor Wasey, who spent a
Estimates of the crowd atten
total working time of one year ding the ceremony varied from
carving the four-ton block of 500 to 1500. Town Manager
limestone donated by Lime Betterley and Police Chief Forest
Products Corporation of Union, Doucette agreed that “it looked
like three times the crowd at the
spoke next.
She proferred a letter to town Marine Park dedication and we
Manager Carl Betterley, officially had 300 to 400 then.”
confirming the gift to the
Andre’s statue sits in the
townspeople of Rockport. Marine Park facing the real An
Betterley accepted the statue dre’s pen in the middle of the har
“With
profound gratitude.”
bor. Sunday it was surrounded by
Success! Andre presents the rope to Harry, which means the statue is unveiled, while the
Scheel, who offered random baskets of yellow flowers donated
crowds roar.
comments throughout the by the Mountain View store on
ceremony, told the crowd that Route 1. A large yellow tent was
“the most interesting sights at offered for the day and erected by

While Jane Wasey, Lincolnville
sculptor, was carving the recently
dedicated statue of Andre the
famous Rockport seal, she told
Henry Scheel she hoped that kids
would climb on it and adults
would pat it.
Monday morning, the day after
Andre’s remarkable feat of unveil
ing his own statue, there were kids
climbing on the two-ton limestone

likeness and adults were patting
its head.
Just the afternoon before, An
dre the 17-year old honorary
Rockport harbormaster, per
formed the latest trick he learned
with his friend and trainer, Harry
Goodridge. When the rope at
tached to the canvas covering the
statue was thrown into the water
for the second time, Andre dove,

came up with it and swam to
Goodridge’s boat.
Raising his head out of the
water, Andre placed the rope in
Goodridge’s hand, while the
crowd on shore roared with
delight.

Bill Moss to house the crowds and
refreshments in case of rain.
Rain, however, did not come.
Scheel said the committee for An
dre’s Day ’’took it upon itself to
arrange the weather” which was
clear, bright and crisp.
Punch and Andre cookies were
served after the unveiling and
dedication, the Camden-Rockport
High School Band played and

everyone with a camera, which ap tist, was responsible for organiz
peared to be everyone, took pic ing Andre’s Day. Ruth Wathall
tures of the statue.
took care of publicity for the event
Congressman David Emery and Beverly Isaksen coordinated
spoke with voters and commented the refreshments.
to one that he wished he could get
“Everybody made cookies,” ac
Andre’s publicity. Another cording to Scheel and the Boat
member of the crowd upon hearng Club made the statue an honorary
that quipped, “Maybe he ought to member, besides donating tables
learn Andre’s tricks.” *
for the refreshments.
Denny Winters, Rockport ar

Andre's statue as it looked after the crowds left Sunday. Already a natural part of the scenery
at the Rockport Marine Pnrl . nt least to Seth Leonard, 2, who liked it just fine.
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Thousands Of Andre Fans Attend Unveiling
by Helen Barnes
Assistant News Editor
ROCKPORT — For once, Andre had com
petition as the star of the show. It was the
mouse-gray granite sculpture of Himself that
stole the show on Sunday. After the unveiling
many of the thousand Andre fans crowded
in to touch the stone likeness of the seal as
the real creature cavorted and performed
in the harbor’s waters.
Over a thousand fans of the 18 year old
seal jammed the Rockport Marine Park,
lined the docks on either side of the harbor,

and sat along the tops of the lime kiln hills to
witness the unveiling of the statue that will
immortalize the famous harbor seal.
Rope Trick
It was, in the words of emcee Henry Scheel,
“the first time a seal has unveiled his own
statue.” The 4,000 pound granite statue,
sculpted and given to Rockport by Jane Was
ey of Lincolnville, was an immediate success
as most of the onlookers ignored the real
Andre in the harbor to touch the friendly and
whickered stone face that will from now on
look out to sea from the park.

ANDRE AND ANDRE — Somewhere out there in the water is Andre who just
pulled the rope that uncovered the granite statue of himself. The stone Andre looks
out over Rockport Harbor for the first time as Harry Goodridge, Andre’s owner and
friend, looks back from his boat.
Staff Photo by Barnes

After remarks were made by Scheel, sculp
tor Wasey, Andre’s owner and friend Harry
Goodridge of Rockport and his winter care
taker Jacqueline Buhler of Boston’s New
England Aquarii.m, Andre was let out of his
cage offshore to pull the rope that was attaached to the cloth covering the statue on
shore.
He missed the first toss, but grabbed it on
the second try and confidently pulled away
the sheet from the statue. Andre was re
warded with a couple fish, but the onlookers
clapped and murmured applause as they
saw the statue for the first time.
The sculpture had been carefully guarded
against peekers since it was brought from
Wasey’s Lincolnville studio by Laite Con
struction Co. on Friday. Surrounding the stat
ue that had been placed in the grass park
were yellow flowers.
Familiar Pose
The statue shows Andre in his familiar
pose of head raised with interest to see what
is going on in his adopted harbor home. The
stone animal will look out to sea for years to
come and will welcome the fond pattings of
children and adults alike. The statue is faith
ful to Andre’s friendly whiskered face, com
plete with the plum wrinkles below his head.
The mottled gray of the polished stone re
sembles his coat when he leaves the water.
The artist spole before the sculpture was
unveiled saying that she gave the work with
her love to the people of Rockport. “It's
value and love,” she said, “will be up to each
individual.”
Town Manager Carl Betterley accepted
her gift for the town.
Scheel, in a humorous monologue, de
scribed the unusual relationship that devel
oped through the years between Andre and
Goodridge. He congratulated Goodridge on
the remarkable communication between the
two and called it “a testimony to the competance of the seal.”
Thanks To Artist
Goodridge spoke momentarily, saying
that “neither he nor the seal thought that
things would turn out this way.” He added
that “there are not enough ways to describe
Jane Wasey.”
Andre’s winter caretaker Jacqueline Buhler
of the New England Aquarium, described
Andre’s star status during the months he

spends in Boston and how much he is loved
by the people there.
Following the unveiling, Andre put on a
short show as he followed Goodridge’s boat
back to his pen. There he once again took up
his vigil of the harbor, as the people on shore

crowded around his statue, listened to the
Camden-Rockport band play and munched
on home-made Andre cookies and punch in a
special tent.
Wasey hand picked the granite at the Union
Lime Quarries and the stone was donated
by the company’s owner Harold Kaler. She

reportedly worked over a year on the proj
ect and made several trips to Andre's pen tc
photograph and draw' her subject.
Goodridge and Andre have been practic
ing the seal’s newest trick of pulling the rope
for several weeks.

FIRST TIME EVER that a seal has unveiled a statue of himself, they said. Artist Jane Wasey of Lincolnville gives a
little assist as the covering over the Andre statue is pulled off. Tugging at the other end of a rope was the real Andre in Rock
port Harbor. Wasey presented the granite sculpture to the people of Rockport in ceremonies Sunday.
Staff Photo by Barnes
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“LET’S GET GOING” — Andre the Seal pokes his head up impatiently as he waits
for his trainer Harry Goodridge to finish talking with reporters and climb aboard for
Andre’s annual flight to Boston Wednesday. The seal will spend the winter at the New
England Aquarium there. The Rockport seal had a good fish breakfast before he
clambered into his traveling cage and then he and members of the Goodridge family
accompanied him on the 50 minute flight. Gusty winds shook the little Downeast Air
lines plane as a small crowd gathered to wish Andre a good trip Wednesday morning.
Staff Photo by Barnes

Andre, the 17-year-old seal that commutes yearly be
tween Boston and Rockport, Maine, gets a welcomeback kiss Wednesday from 2-year-old Salisbury, right.
Seconds later, Andre left his shipping cage to teach
his protege some tricks for the long winter in Boston’s
New England Aauarium.
— AP Wirephoto
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Welcome back, Andre
Andre, a 17-year-old seal that “commutes”
yearly between Boston and Rockport,
Maine, gets a welcome-back kiss from 2year-old Salisbury (right) at Boston's New
England Aquarium. Andre, who was flown
in from Maine Wednesday, is expected to
teach some tricks to his young protege
during the winter.

Seal flips out at passes,^ *
BOSTON (AP) — Andre the seal ignored several
lady seals who wanted to chase him through the
water as he flopped back into his pool at the New
England Aquarium after a flight from his summer
home.
The 17-year-old honorary summer harbormaster of
Rockport, Maine, pushed away the entreating females
with his flipper after he slipped from his cage into the
water in front of the aquarium.
Among the females he sped away from was Smoke.
Andre’s keeper, Harry Goodridge, hopes Smoke even
tually will bear the celebrated seal’s offspring.
They’ve inhabited the same pool for several years.
However, Andre permitted another seal lovely, Sa
lisbury, to buss him briefly in welcome before he was
released from his cage. But once in the water, he
fended her off, too.
Goodridge accompanied Andre on the hour-long
charter airplane trip from Maine to Boston.
Each spring, Andre swims alone from Marblehead
to Rockport.
77/L5
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Home again
As keeper Harry GoodridgeHioTas up the slide on his cage, Andre the
seal heads for his pool in Boston's New England Aquarium. He had just
arrived home after a flight from his summer residence in Rockport,
Maine.
f f, 47£.
—AP
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Till we meet again
Andre the seal, right, plants a farewell kiss on friend Smoke before
leaving the New England Aquarium in Boston yesterday. Andre was
about to start his annual 160-mile swim up the coast to his summer
home in Maine. Smoke, who spent last summer with Andre in Maine,
will be transported over land to join him again this summer at Rockport
AP
Me. The swim takes Andre three or four days.

It’s goodbye for now for Andre, right, and Smoke at
the Boston aquarium. (AP)

Would You Believe? Andre’s On Way
By JUDY LARSEN
Area Reporter
MARBLEHEAD, Mass. — After receiving a goodby a kiss from his girlfriend Smoke and the familiar
command of “Andre, go home” from his trainer.
Andre the seal dipped into the icy harbor here Wed
nesday to begin his annual swim to Rockport, Maine.
Andre, honorary harbormaster at Rockport, spends
his winters at Boston’s New England Aquarium. Each
spring he returns to Rockport harbor, where he was
nursed from infancy and trained by Harry A. Good
ridge.
Before leaving Boston Andre gave a farewell perfor
mance at the Aquarium. For a fish, he clapped his flip
pers, snorted, jumped through a hoop, fetched a rope
and kissed his trainer.
Watching from the sidelines was Smoke, a female
seal who spent some time in Rockport last summer

with Andre.
“All the seals at the aquarium were put in a sepa
rate room when Andre performed,” said Rosalyn
Ridgewell, aquarium spokesman. “But Smoke
refused to go in, so we allowed her to watch. I think she
knew Andre would be leaving her.”

his blubbery 180-pound pet. “But he’ll lose some of
that on the trip.”
Goodridge says he always knows when Andre has
finished the trip, because he immediately climbs into
his 32-foot long pen anchored in snug Rockport
Harbor.

But the separation of the couple will not be for long
because Smoke will again be trucked to Rockport to
join Andre in his pen there for the summer, Mrs.
Ridgewell said.

Goodridge adopted Andre 17 years ago when he was
a 3-month-old pup abandoned by his mother.
“I had hoped he would get a harem and go live on the
ledges,” Goodridge said. Instead Andre learned circus
tricks and lingered around the harbor for his daily
ration of 10 pounds of herring..

Andre was then taken to Marblehead Harbor, where
he was greeted by hundreds of fans chanting, “We
want Andre. We want Andre.” The seal, known to
adore attention, “looked around at the cameras and
then jumped into the harbor,” Mrs. Ridgewell said.
“Andre bobbed up twice and quickly headed north,”
Mrs. Ridgewell said.
“He’s a hair overweight,” worried Goodridge about

“He likes to perform,” Goodridge said. “He’s all
ham.”His 160-mile swim once was completed in a
marathon 95 hours, but in 1976 Andre decided to rest in
skiffs along his route and extended the trip to 14 days.
Anyone sighting the friendly seal can call Goodridge
at 236-2120 or the Portland Press Herald’s Coastal
Bureau in Rockland at 594-5571.

St. Petersburg Times — SCOTT HIESTAND

Books for Christmas: Outdoors or in, expand your world
Few Christmas gifts are more last
ing than a book. They do not disappear
like neckties or bottles of Scotch, Books
that please seem to improve with
second or third readings. And they can
be passsed on to friends, a practical
transit in these times of a pretty penny
for a pretty book.
Our list of books suggested for con
sideration as Christmas gifts is not con
fined to new books, though most of
them are. Three or four have been
around for a couple of years or more.
All are associated with the waterfront.
Most concern boating in one form
or another. Two do not, though they
are waterfront subjects. One is about
an incredible seal, the other a beauti
fully written book about the unbeauti
ful blue crab. You don’t have to hide ei
ther book from the children. A Seal
Called Andre and Beautiful
Swimmers should appeal to young
sters ready for that age level of read
ing. Both are in the broad reading
range of grandson to grandpa.
ANDRE, THE SEAL, is not an
escape from an animal act. He is a
180-pound, 17-year-old harbor seal
who summers in Maine and for the
past five winters has been^g celebrity
in the New England Aquatarium in
Boston. Each spring Andre is released
from Marblehead, Mass., and swims
back to Rockport, Maine, a distance of
160 miles. Sometimes he loafs along,
perhaps visiting old friends, stretching
the return out to two weeks or more.
Then again he sprints for home. Last
April, he made the 160 miles in 3'/2
days. His arrival is eagerly awaited. Be
tween Marblehead and Rockport fish
ermen along the coast keep the “Andre
Watch.” Any sighting of the famous
seal is big news in New England.
Andre’s timing could be better, per
haps. In April he swam to the public in
Rockport at 5:30 a.m., a little early for
most TV camera crews.
The fascinating book is the pro
duce of Harry Goodridge, a fisherman
who found Andre when he was a pup,
and Lew Dietz, a well know Maine writ
er who is an authority on superseal An
dre. The seal is a tourist attraction and
goes through a free-of-charge routine
at feeding time every summer night at
Rockport. Andre thinks he is people.
They finally had to pen him, or at least
restrain him a bit because he got into
the habit of jumping into boats, taking
a snooze in the cockpit or freeloading

at waterfront picnics or boat cocktail
parties.
Beautiful Swimmers was written
by William W. Warner, who is a scien
tist but doesn’t write like one. Who,
but a gifted writer, could fascinate a
reader for page after page on a subject
seemingly as uninspiring as the blue
crab. But it is more than the crab. War
ner brings to your eye many things you
never knew before about Chesapeake
Bay and the philosophies of those who
live and work for the crab. The word
pictures of Warner when he writes sep
arate chapters on the seasons of spring,
fall and winter are among the finest we
have ever read. Additionally, the
pencil drawings of Consuelo Barnes
Hanks grace the pages with delicate
skill.
Then there’s the new book called
Ted Turner, The Man Behind the
Mouth by Roger Vaughan. And still an
other titled No Excuse To Losing by
Dennis Conner, as told to yachting
writer John Rousmaniere. They hap
pen to be about two of the greatest rac
ing sailors in the world. We have
known both for a considerable period,
in Turner’s case about 13 years,
enough time to see Ted when he was
outrageous, courageous, offensive, gal
lant, charming and ruthless as a profes
sional chicken neck wringer. The book
on Turner convinces me I knew only a
little about him. The one on Conner
confirms what I suspected — which is
that he got to the top because he knew
he could make it, given the discipline,
the dedication.
VAUGHAN MUST have crawled
into Turner’s skin. The book reveals
many sides of Turner, who apparently
is not one person at all, in one sense of
the word. Vaughan’s research goes as
deep as being a friend and house guest
on several occasions, returns to the
days at Brown University when they
were classmates and sailing buddies.
The book brings forth Ted’s wife Jane,
who in her own way has a class and en
durance that matches the fire and fury
of her husband.
Ted often flushes coveys of beauti
ful women who either chase him or are
drawn into his magnetic world, but
Jane, through Vaughan, emerges as
the woman Ted really needs the most.
Her realization of that is her strength
and the salvation of the real at-home
Robert E. Turner III, father of her chil
dren.

ship racer? What if you are a cruising
type or just want to be a better sailor or
racer? I recommend the Fundamen
tals of Sailing, Cruising & Racing by
Steve Colgate, who operates a well
known sailing school that bears his
name. Steve was a member of the crew
on Charley Morgan’s Heritage in the
1970 America’s Cup trials. His book au
thoritatively covers many aspects of
sailing. Read it and ye shall learn. For
$15, you get 380 pages, many helpful il
lustrations and sound advice from one
who knows what he is writing about.
What’s there on the bookstalls for
people who want to live aboard a boat,
or think they do? Or how about a book
that deals with the many problems
that arise in that critical area of any
boat — the galley (kitchen, to landlub
bers)? Don’t move aboard a boat to
live or cruise on, or get off the one you
have, until you read Living Aboard by
Jan and Bill Moeller. Much of it was
written when Jan and Bill were living
on their sailing yacht Whiffle at St. Pe
tersburg Beach.

St. Petersburg Times

Andre the Seal: His annual swim makes
for enjoyable reading.
Someday, someone in Hollywood
will have the guts to attempt a movie
in the image of Ted Turner. It would
have to pick up where Gone With The
Wind left off. Georgian Turner plays
the lead himself or it’s no show.
Conner is no Ted Turner simply be
cause there is no other Ted Turner.
But his supporters will tell you he is a
better sailor than Ted on any given
day. Quite possibly, Dennis does not
permit the distractions that overtake
Turner. The meat in Conner’s book
belongs on the table of sailors who
would like to race and think they are
not only good but might one day be the
best. Dennis has a searing dedication
to being the best in the world in what

ever boat he races. There is no excuse
for losing. Reasons maybe, but not ex
cuses.
CONNER TAKES the view that
some stars, but not world champions,
have a built-in “comfort zone” in
which they are satisfied to finish
second because they do not have the
capacity or dedication to be at ease as
champions. There are references in No
Excuse To Lose about racing in St. Pe
tersburg, much about the SORC.
There are meaningful messages in the
book, though it may not emerge as a
best seller. It’s for racing sailors only,
especially potential achievers.
What if you are a not a champion

THE MOELLERS can save you
time, trouble and money if you are con
templating the good life afloat. They
impart sound advice. The chapter we
like best is the special problems — not
just problems — but special ones for
live-aboards. Having encountered
some of them ourselves, we can vouch
they do exist, must be coped with.
Janet Groene wrote The Galley
Book. This is not a cookbook (she al
ready has written one), It deals with
such matters as cruising without refrig
eration, maintaining and managing the
two-burner stove, plus and minus sides
of various types of stoves, the ice and
fuel problems, preserving of food, even
how to win the battle of bugs on a boat.
Janet and her husband Gordon are
live-aboards, so she has the credentials
for writing first-hand. She is forthright
in the book (out of it, too, if you know
her). If you are going to go places, are
planning to do so, or if you haven’t real
ly thought about the importance of the
galley, this is the time to get the word
from a pro.
How about something for armchair
readers who like to make long passages
into adventureland without getting
seasick or losing their imaginary
dreamboat on some lee shore in a gale?
A Hal Roth book is what you need. He
has three out called After 50,000
Miles; Two On A Big Ocean and Two

Against Capt Horn. Hal and Margaret
have seemingly done it all, but there
are always new horizons. We spent
some time with Hal and Margaret at
Camden, Maine last summer where
they had their 35-foot sailboat, Whis
per, hauled in preparation for still an
other adventure, they are another of
the husband-and-wife teams that have
a zest for life and do not confine it to
just thinking about it. The reading is
good and accurate, the photos excel
lent. Hal is a former mountain climber,
which suggests that he has always had
lofty ambitions.
After 50,000 Miles was written for
people who want to cross oceans, who
hope to make extended blue-water pas
sages and to live aboard small saining
vessels for long periods. The other two
are sailing adventure accounts. For
those who want a broad range of cruis
ing advice, and adventure, another
new good book is The Best of Sail
Cruising, a collection of top-notch arti
cles that have appeared in Sail maga
zine.

Reviewed Christmas Gift
Book Suggestions
A Seal Named Andre, by Harry
Goodridge and Lew Dietz, Warner
Books, P.O. Box 690, New York, N.Y,
10019. Paperback, $1.50.
Beautiful Swimmers, by William
W. Warner, Penguin Books, 625 Madi
son Ave., New Y ork, N.Y. 10022. Paper
back, $2.95.
Ted Turner, The Man Behind The
Mouth, by Roger Vaughan, published
by Sail Books, distributed by W. W.
Norton & Co., 500 Fifth Ave., New
York, N.Y. Hardcover, $10.95.
No Excuse To Lose, by Dennis Con
ner as told to John Rousmaniere,
W. W. Norton & Co. Hardcover, $9.95.
Fundamentals of Sailing, Cruising
& Racing, by Steve Colgate, W. W.
Morton & Co. Hardcover, $15.
Two On A Big Ocean, by Hal Roth,
W. W. Morton & Co. Hardcover,
$10.95.
Living Aboard, by Jan and Bill
Moeller, International Marine Publish
ing Co., Camden, Maine 04843. Hard
cover, $12.50.
The Galley Book, by Janet Groene,
David McKay Co., New York, N.Y.
Hardcover $9.95.
The Best of Sail Crusing, Sail
Books Inc., 38 Commercial Wharf, Bos
ton, distributed by Morton & Co.
Hardcover, $11.95.
-
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Andre la Back
Andre came south to his
winter “resort” early
C V,
f ye«* from Rockport, Maine,
where he lives in summer
with his owner Harry Good
ridge. Andre, the internation
ally famous harbor seal,
arrived at Logan Airport on
November 2 via chartered
plane. He proceeded by truck
from there to the Aquarium
where a crowd of fans
awaited his arrival.
Traditionally, Andre swims
back to Rockport in the
spring. Last year, Andre’s
friends collected enough
money during the summer to
treat him to his first plane
ride back to the Aquarium.
This year, his friends once
more treated him to the
luxury of air travel to his
winter quarters.
Smoke, one of the Aquar
ium’s resident harbor seals, .
was Andre’s female com-.
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panion in Maine. Smoke
returned to the Aquarium
earlier by van, however,
leaving Andre to enjoy the
publicity and attention
heaped on him upon his
arrival.
Curiosity about our famous
guest prompts visitors to ask
many questions about his life
and habits. Here are answers
to questions most frequently
asked:
Andre is sixteen years old.
Some harbor seals live as long
as 35 years, but the average
age is between 25 and 30
years.
Andre weighs about 185
pounds; seals may weigh as
much as 260 pounds. At
maturity, males can grow to
six feet in length, females to
five feet.
In spring, the “homing
instinct” guides Andre back
to Maine where he was raised
from a pup.
Like Andre, most harbor
seals are born on sandy bars
along rocky shores during
May and June. Adults then
moult and mating follows in
late summer.
“Here’s one more fish before I
say goodbye,” says Harry Good
ridge as he bids Andre farewell
for the winter.
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Mr. Harry Goodridge
Rockport
Maine 04856

sculptor memorialized Andre the seal
LINCOLNVILLE - Jane Wasey, 80, a sculptor who
was best known in Maine for her statue of Andre the seal,
died Thursday of cancer at a Glen Cove hospital. She
lived in Lincolnville.
Ms. Wasey was bom in Chicago and attended schools
there before moving to Paris at 17 to become an artist
Over the years she stud
I’ \ss \ t. | s
ied with several promin
ent artists, including
Paul Landowski and
Each week the Sunday
Simon Moselsio.
Telegram selects one
Her daughter, Nina
obituary and seeks to
Mortellito, said Ms.
learn more about the
Wasey was most famous
life of a person who
for her stone sculptures
has lived and worked
of animals.
in Southern Maine. We
“She was one of very
few who did them and
look for a person who
understood the anatomy
has made a mark on
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Ms. Wasey’s work in
stone, wood and bronze have been exhibited at such
prestigious places as the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
the Whitney Museum of American Art and the Museum
of Natural History, all in New York.
Her works are also have been displayed at the Maine
state museum, the Bowdoin College Museum of Art, the
Colby College Museum of Art and
the William A Farnsworth Art
Museum.
Her portrait of Andre, Maine’s
famous seal, is on permanent
display in Marine Park in Rock
port
The seal was found in 1961 by
Harry Goodridge of Rockport,
who taught him to jump through
hoops, catch rings and clap his
flippers. After spending winters in
aquariums in Boston or Mystic,
Conn., Andre always swam back to Rockport
“She was happy when she completed the Andre
sculpture. She made it as a thank-you to Maine,” said Ms.
Wasey’s friend and fellow artist, Priscilla Pattison, who
lived with Wasey in Lincolnville. Ms. Wasey moved from
Manhattan to Lincolnville in 1974.
“She was always willing to help young people who
wanted to learn more,” Pattison said. “They would come
to her on and oft She would demonstrate for them and
lend them tools and tell them where to get supplies.”
She was a founding member of the Sculptors Guild, a
member of the New England Sculptors Association, the
National Association of Women Artists, National Sculp
ture Society and Audubon Artists.
Surviving are two daughters, Jebba Handley of
Chatham, Mass., and Nina Mortellito of New York City;
three grandchildren and a great-granddaughter.
A commemoration of her life will be held in June.
Arrangements are by the Laite & Pratt Funeral Home,
Camden.
- Karen Hamilton
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FATS WALLER BEAT
RETURNS TO BROADWAY
Fats Waller called himself "285
pounds of jam jive.” Others called
him a genius of the Harlem stride
piano style. By the time of his
death at 39 in 1943, he had left a
legacy of music.
Today, the noted composer of
such standards as "Squeeze Me”
(1925) and "Honeysuckle Rose”
(1929) is gaining new fans through
the current Broadway revue,
"Ain’t Misbehavin’.” It is a joyous
celebration of the man and his mu
sic, featuring an ensemble of three
actresses and two actors in song
and dance, backed up by a five-man
one-woman jazz band.
Especially pleased with the re
vival of interest in Waller’s music
is the composer’s son, Maurice,
who recently coauthored the biog
raphy "Fats Waller” (Schirmer
Books).

Helen Rosenbaum

THEY WANT TO
GO ON WORKING
Now that mandatory retirement is
coming to an end, who is going to
want to keep on working?
In a study, "Rejection of Retire
ment,” made before enactment of
legislation raising the mandatory
retirement age to 70 in the private
sector, David J. Ekerdt and Ray
mond Basse of the Veterans Ad
ministration Outpatient Clinic in

AncFre the*” heal and friend,
Harry Goodridge, 62, have a
special relationship that began
17 years ago when Goodridge
found the two-day-old aban

doned pup. Today the seal and
trainer put on nightly summer
shows free of charge in Rock
port, Me., displaying some of
Andre’s 50 tricks.

Boston found that 12.8 percent of
the men sampled planned never to
retire.
These "hard-core unretirables”
were characterized in the study as
being older, presently unmarried,
less likely to face compulsory re
tirement,, having higher income,
educational and occupational lev
els, and claiming to be healthier.
The researchers also noted that
these men did not reject retirement
because of financial worries but
because they found their work self
fulfilling and were able to continue
because of the lack of retirement
regulations. They concluded that
other able workers in grea ter num
bers would forego retirement in the
future if given the choice, and if
pressures to retire were eased.

HEART DISEASE DEATH
RATE GOES DOWN
Our war against heart disease
may be paying off. The Ameri
can Heart Association reports
fewer Americans are dying
from heart and blood vessel dis
ease today than 30 years ago.
Turning the tables on car
diovascular disease, according
to the report, is a direct result of
nationwide screening programs
for high blood pressure, and
training persons to give life
saving cardiopulmonary re
suscitation (CPR) to victims of
cardiac arrest. Emergency car
diac care facilities and changes
in diet, smoking and exercise
habits have also helped.
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Andre the seal and friend,
Harry Goodridge, 62, have a
special relationship that began
17 years ago when Goodridge
found the two-day-old aban

doned pup. Today the seal and
trainer put on nightly summer
shows free of charge in Rock
port, Me., displaying some of
Andre’s 50 tricks.
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New England Aquarium
Central Wharf
Boston, Massachusetts 02110
742-8830

few England Jquurium
14 August 1978

Mr. Harry Goodridge
Box 3 9
Rockport, ME 04856
Dear Harry:
I enjoyed speaking with you. I am glad to hear that Andre has
been having a great summer and that he has not been confined to
his pen.
I have asked Lou Garibaldi to arrange for the return of Smoke
to the New England Aquarium. She is one of our oldest female
seals, and we do consider the risk of losing her too great if
she joins Andre in Rockport Harbor. While my first reaction
was to give it a try, I cannot ignore such factors as the
composition of our own seal colony, our concern with permits,
and the ramifications associated with that process were Smoke
to be lost.
As I indicated during our conversation, I think it would be
well worth our efforts to have one or more of our stranded seals
who are one to two years old join Andre to benefit from his
experience in the sea and to be reintroduced to the wild. I
would like to propose for your consideration that, if Andre
winters at the New England Aquarium again, he be joined next
spring by such young animals. These young seals would be given
the choice, as you described it, of following Andre around,
living in or out of a pen, or returning to the wild.
Perhaps we can discuss this in greater detail as you approach
the time to decide about Andre’s winter sojourn.
Best wishes.
Sincerely yours,
\

John H. Prescott
Executive Director
JHP:fw
cc: Louis E. Garibaldi

